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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the properties of two 
systems of pure implication, with axioms a~d rules 
corresponding to the principles of transitivity of 
implication in the one syst em, and these axioms and rules 
plus the law of identity in the other. 
The main part of the text is devoted to a semantic 
analysis of these two systems. A class of models, called 
S-modeZs, is defined and studied. The original construction 
of these S-models is due to R.K. Meyer. They derive t heir 
strength and interes t from the fact that they employ a 
three-valued interpretation of the rnetalogical operations. 
By suitably determining the notion of validity using these 
three values, both of the systems mentioned above can be 
acco~nodated at once within the same class of rnDdels. 
The results obtained include soundness and 
completeness, decidability, arid, most importantly, the 
solution to a problem posed by Anderson and Belnap in 
their treatise, Entailment (Princeton U.P. 1975). 
Briefly, it is shown that, in the system o f pure 
transitivit y axioms (and corresponding rules) , no i nstance 
of the axiom of identi ty is provable. When the axiom of 
j_ dent it y i s added to the system , one obtains a. s 2. 
corresponding result that no two distinct formulas co-
t · 1 , .,_ r en ai eacn o c~1er. 
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0. INIJ:1RODUCTION 
This thesis investigates the properties of two sys tems 
of pure implication, with axioms and rules corresponding to 
the principle s of transitivity of implication in the one 
system, and these axioms and rules plus the law of identity 
in the other. 
The main part of the text is devoted to a semantic 
analysis of these two systems. A class of models, called 
S-modeZs, is defined and studied. The original constructj_on 
of these S-models is due to R.K. Meyer. They derive their 
strength and interest mainly from the fact that they employ 
a three--valued interpretation of the metalogical operations .. 
By suitably defining the notion of validity using these 
three values, both of the systems mentioned above can be 
accommodated at once within the same class of modeJs. 
The thesis is arranged by sections, with a number of 
appendices. In §1 and §2 S-models are introduc ~d , and 
soundness and completeness theorems are proved. B1urther 
development of this theory in §§3-5 leads to the major 
result, a group of theorems which provide a solution to a 
problem pos e d by Anderson and Belnap in their recent treatis e , 
. * Entallm e n-t . B . &>1 •. r1.e1 ..... y, it. is shown that, in the system of pure 
transitivity axioms (and corresponding rul es ), no instanc e of 
* Ande:r'son 2.nd Belnap [1975 J. From now on, this is refe~red 
~ h . 1 T? . ·- t 
~o, as a~ove , s i mp y as ~n~a~lmen . . 
the axiom of identity is provable. Finally, in §6, the 
semantic methods are extended to find new proofs of 
decidability. 
The remainder of this introductory section gives 
various definitions and otherwise sets the scene. The 
problem of Anderson and Belnap, which motivated the work, 
is described more fully, and there is a discussion of some 
of the work done by previous authors in this connection. 
2 
Lastly, there is a proof of a simple syntactical fact. 
is of particular importance in later sections. 
This 
0.1 Definition of P-W and S. 
The logical system P-W is formulated with one logical 
constant, a binary operation symbolized by"-+", which may be 
read "implie s", "entails", "if ... then ... ", etc., depe nding 
on the tastes of the reader. 
Some details a re now given of the language of P- W, 
and the particular symbolic conventions adopted here, be fore 
proceeding to axioms and rules. 
A language for P-W is define d as follo ws: where 
PV ( =-== {p 1 , ... ,pn}, say) is a set of objec.ts called prop osi-
tional variables , then the lang uag e LPV of P-W is the smallest 
set i ncl udj_ng PV and closed under the -+ - operation, i.e., so 
that if A and B belong to LPV' then so does A+B. The members 
of LPV ar e called for· muZa s in PV, or .just formulas when PV 
is fix ed . Note that this d efinition of LPV is equivalent to 
the usual l'e cur si ve specification in te r ms of base, induct ive , 
and closure clauses ; ac cordingl y pr·oofs by induction on (what 
3 
is usually called) length o f formula are justified . Following 
Curry [1963] such proofs are described here as p r oofs by 
structural induction. 
A language with just one propositional variable will 
be of particular interest in this work. This propositional 
variable is designat e d p, and, for convenience ,let L=L{p}· 
When presenting the axioms, and generally in discussing 
P-W, there will hardly be any need to mention partic ular 
formulas. Rather, the device of formula schemes is adopted, 
which refer indifferently to a class of formulas (the instances 
of the scheme) with a form given by the scheme. Formula 
schemes are written using capital letters, A,B, ... , as meta-
linguistic variables. To avoid ambiguity, formulas and 
formula schemes will be written using the bracketing conven-
tions of Church [1956], which assumes association to the left 
where possible, overridden by full stops and the occasional 
use of parentheses. To illustrate: the scheme A~.B+p, where 
A and Bare ~ny formulas, has among its instances the formulas 
p+.p+p 
p+p+p+.p+p 
(p+.p+p)+.p+p 
(i.e. p+(p+p)) 
(i.e. ((p+p)+p) +(p+p)) 
(i.e. (p+(p+p)) +(p+p ) ) 
The axioms and rul es of P-W are as follows: 
axioms: all ins tances of the schemas 
(I) 
(B) 
(B') 
A+A (identity) 
(prefixing) 
(suffixing) 
4 
rule; mlodu ~ Donenc Vl0 Z f_~om A and f~ -+B .J..~~11~ ~ ~ ... B. u ~ u, . ' -t J.J ..... 
As usual, the theorems of P-W are the least set of formulas 
including the axioms and closed according to the rul e of 
modus ponens. Generally 1-P-W A is used to indicate that A 
is a theorem of P-W. 
Note that the definition of theoremhood of a for mula 
amounts to a recursive specification, so that inductive 
proofs according to "length of proof" of a formula are 
justified. Following Curry [1963] again, this kind of proof 
will be called proof by deductive induction. 
The system P-W-I has the same language (or class of 
languages, if PV is varied), but its theorems are defined 
without the axiom scheme (I) of identity. This system is 
hereby renamed S, for simplicity and in honour of its evident 
incorporation of syllogistic principles of reasoning. The 
next subsection shows this incorporation even more obviously . 
0.2 Alternative formulation. 
A result of Dwyer (unpublished) shows that we may 
replace the single rule of modus ponens, in the definitions 
of P-W and S, by the three Dwyer ~ules: 
(BX) from B-+C 
(B'X) from A ...... B 
(BXY) from B--+C 
infer A-+B+.A-+C 
infer B->-C-+ . A-+C 
2.nd A-~B j_nfer A-+C 
(rule prefixing) 
(rule suffixing ) 
(rule transitivity) 
obtaining sys t ems wi th the same stock of theorems. The pr oof 
of these facts uses metavaluation techniques like those of 
Meyer [1976a], and is given in Append ix A. 
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For technical and theoretical reasons, this will be 
the preferred formulation of P-W arid S, so that from now on 
I A will me an that there is a proof of A from the axioms 
-P-W 
(I), (B), (B') and rules (BX), (B'X), (BXY), and l-3 A wi ll 
mean that there is a proof of A from the axioms (B), (B'), 
and rules (BX), (B'X) and (BXY). 
0.3 Belnap 's conj~cture. 
* The system P-W is proposed by Anderson and Belnap, 
in §8.11 of Entailment 3 as a candidate for a minimal logic. 
According to Anderson and Belnap, the minimality of 
a logical system involves in part the notion that the 
connections e stablished in its theorems, while plentiful 
enough to maintain respectability as a logic, do not disturb 
t t . d. +-· t· syn ac lC lS vlDC · ions. Strong logics collapse the logica l 
effect of some oairs of distinct formulas, by allowing that 
each shall imply the other. For example, the system R+ of 
Entailment has both (A+A+A)~A and A+(A~A+A) as theorems. In 
a minimal logic, by contrast, distinct formulas should represent, 
so to speak, distinct propositions, in the sense that it i s 
., 
~ Note, however·, that Anderson and Be lnap call the system 
"T+- W" in Entailment~ as part of a systemati c nomenclature . 
The name adopted here follows what, apparently, has been 
normal 1n conversatj_on f'or some years among workers in 
relevant logic - including, lately, myself. 
Belnap pointed out to me that there is some conflict in 
t·h·! S 1 '"' o·~ ~,.~th V J... ' l.,_ s ct. t:::, t'. 'I, ..1. J .:. a sy~tem P o f Belnap [1960], which is not 
the T-+ of En ta. i 'lmen t, even in its implica_tiona l part. 
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never the case that A+B and B+A are theorems unless A and B 
are the very same formula. 
* Belnap's conjecture is that P-W is minimal in the 
sense just given. Using = for formal or structural identity 
of formulas, the conjecture is: If 1-P-W A+B and 
then A= B. The P-W problem, naturally, is to show that this 
conjecture is true. 
0.4 Reduction of the problem. 
The arguments of later sections are in fact directed 
to an equivalent problem to the P-W problem. A reduction of 
** the problem due to L. Powers (Powers [1976] ) , shows that 
it suffices to prove that no instance of the scheme (I) is 
provable in the system S. 
Powers showed that if there is a counterexample to 
the conjecture, i.e. distinct formulas A and B where bo~h 
1-P-W A-+B and 1-P-W B+A, then there is a proof of these 
theorems in the system S. It would follow by the transitivity 
rule that 1-3 A+A. Contraposing gives the resul t . 
Power's conjecture, that no A-+A ls a theorem of S, is 
also necessary for Belnap' s con.j ec ture: Dwyer, in unpublj_ shed 
work reported in Meyer [1976b], found a simpler argument for 
* The conjecture appears in Anderson and Belnap's Entailment 
in the place cited. The oral trad ition ascribes it to 
Belnap. 
** Dat e of publication . The results had been obtained by 
1968. See EntaiZment , §8 .11. 
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Power's reduction, and showed the convers~ by the same methods . 
These arguments are given in Appendix A. 
0.5 ~pproac~es to the problem. 
(a) P-W has a Gentzen formulation, obtained by dropping the 
rule (WI-) from the merge formulation of T~ discussed in 
Entailment, §7.3. The notion of a merge will occupy us J.ater. 
Here we note that the Gentzen formulation allows an j_mmed5-ate 
proof that every theorem of P-W is of the form A+B (i.e. L... l, ne 
system is Post-consistent), and (Entailment, §8 .12) that the 
converse Ackermann property holds, viz., that (B+C)~p is never 
a theorem of P-W for any propositional variable p. A fortiori 
these results hold for the sub-system S. 
(b) It suffices to prove the conjecture for the system 
formulated with a language with one propositional variable, 
i.e., the language L of §0.1. For, the rule of uniform sub-
stitution is clearly admissible in S, and a proof of an 
identity in more than one variable could thereby be transformed 
into a proof of an identity in the one-variable system. 
(c) p+p is not a theorem of S. One proof of this fact us 2s 
the converse Ackermann prop e rty mentioned in (a) above. A 
sketch of the proof is as follows: Suppose S formulated with 
L, and suppose fer reductio that 1-3 p-+p. Then there is a 
shortest proof, which must appeal to the rules since p+p 
not an axiom. The last rule applied must be (BXY), since 
is 
+-. l.,n e 
~. . ~ .... f. . 1 ' . ,..;i pre12x1ng ano sur 1x1ng rue s 1n~rouuce arrows. So there are 
theorems p ·+A and A->-p, where A I- p since this proo f is shortest . 
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Then A is of the form B+C , so A+p is (B+C)+p, contradic t i ng 
the converse Ackermann property . 
So, at any rate, having abolished A+A as an axiom 
scheme in S, it has not crept in again as a theorem scheme. 
The problem is whether any instance of A+A is provable. 
(d) The S-matrices (1) and (2) given b e low* show that some 
instances of A+A are not theorems of S. In ( l), when p = 5 
then A+A is not designated for A ranging throug h p, p+p, 
p+p+ . p+p, and p+p+ . p+p+ . p+p . For (2), define a class of 
formul as t.,i~O, as follows: t =p, t.+1 =t.+t .. l O l l l Then 
when p = 0, each 
designated . 
t. + t. 
l l 
takes the value i +l, which is not 
(1) matrix values: 0,, .. ,7 
designat ed values: 6,7 
+ -·table: 
+I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1 0 2 6 7 7 0 7 7 
2 0 0 3 7 7 0 7 7 
3 0 0 0 7 7 0 7 7 
4 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 7 
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 
*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 
*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
induc ed partial order: 
7 
5 
* Both mat rices due to R . K. Meyer . 
[a~ b if f a-->-b is 
designated] 
(2) t · l F' rn n 1 /1 ma r ix va __ ue s : , l. , v , ~- , c. , • •• 
designated values : T 
-+ - table: 
-+ F 0 l 
F T T T 
0 F 1 T 
1 F F 2 
2 F F F 
. • 
• • 
• . 
T F F F 
the "outer frame" 
F-+a::::: T, every a 
a -+F = F 
' 
ai F 
a-+T = rr 
' 
every a 
T-+a = F, afT 
the "inner bloc k " 
a-+b = T if a < b 
a-+b = F if b < a 
a-+a = a + 1 
2 
T 
rri 
... 
T 
3 
i:;, 
... 
• • T 
• • F 
,T-
l T I T 
. . 
• 
. • 
+· 
. T 
induced partial order: 
T o 
• 
2 9 
l 
0 
F 
9 
is obtaj_ned by 
is obtained by 
/ 
(e) Unfortun a t ely, no fini t e ma t rix li ke t hat of (1) above 
will suffice to sho w every i n stan ce cf A+A a non-the ore m 
of S. Meyer's argument for this is in the Dugundji s ty l e . 
Suppose Mis a finite matrix fer S, and consider the form-
1 . . > 1 u as ti' i __ from the list in para.(d). Note that t.+t. 1 ~ 
- J 
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is a theorem of S for i <j. Now since there are only 
finitely many valuations on M according as the propositiona l 
variables take different values, some tj,tk, j f ·· k must tak e 
the same value on each such valuation. Without loss we may 
assume j <k, whence tj+tk is designated on each valuation. 
Accordingly tj+tj is also designated on each valuation, 
since M cannot distinguish tj and tk. 
(f) Matrix approaches to the problem, like that exemp lifie d 
by matrix (2) above, where the associated order relation is 
linear, wil l not suffice for the conjecture. We show thi s -
subject to the u s ual defini t ions of a matrix for a lo gic -
in the two theorems below. These theorems are due esse~tially 
to Meyer. The argument of the first theorem was in turn 
suggest e d b y Dwyer's observation that the provability in S 
of an instance of assertion, A+.A+B~B, entails the prov -
abil1ty in S o f an inst an c e of identity. Dwyer's argumen t 
is as .follows: 
( 1) A-+.A+B+B 
( 2) A+B+B+ (A+B)~ . A+ . A~B (1) (B'X) 
I :, ' \ :.> j A+ ( A+B) + . A+B~B+ . A+B ( B' ) 
( 4 ) A+ ( A+B) _,.._ . A+ . A~B ( 2, 3) (BXY) 
We say that a matrix M fo r S (an S-matrix) is a 
triple M = <M , D, +> , where M is a non- empty set , Dis a 
subset of M, -+ is a bi0ary · operation on M, and where , 
for all a , b , c EM , we have 
(pre) b+c-+.a-+b-+.a-+c ED 
(suf) a-+b-+. b+c->-. a-+c E D 
(rule pre) if b-+C E D then a-+b+.a+c E D 
(rule suf) . f' l~ a-+b E D then b-+c-+. a->-c E D 
(rule trans) if b-+c E D and a-+b E D then a-+c E D 
(Note that we require an S-matrix to satisfy the Dwyer 
rules in the strong form.) 
Suppose M = <M,D,+> is an S-matrix. Then, for 
10a. 
a,b EM, we define a<b as a-+b ED. (This notation will be 
used for convenienc e in proofs. For example, the conditi on 
(rule suf) may now be expressed as: if a<b then b-+c <a-+c.) 
Further, we say that M is linear provided, for all a, b c M, 
either a <b or b<a, and we say that Mis strict provided 
a<a fails for all a EM. 
As usual, an interpretation of Sin an S- matrix 
M = <M ,D ,-+ > is to be a function I defined on the propositiona l 
variables , with values in M, and extended r e cursive ly to all 
formulas by means of the condition I(A-+B) = I(A)-+I(B) . A 
formul a A is true on an i nte·rpretat ion I when I (A) E D; 
otherwise false . A fo:t'mula is M- valid provided it is true 
on all interpretati on s in M. Finally we observe , without 
proo~ that the conditions on S- matrices will ensure a 
Soundness Theorem : Every theorem of Sis M- valid in every 
Theorem (i) For each a, b E M in a linear S-rnatrix 
M = < M , D , -+ > , either a-+ . a ->-b < a 4 • a -+ b or 
a+b+. a+b+b < a+b-+. a+b-+b • 
Proof: Since Mis linear, we have 
( 1) a <a-+b+b 
or 
(2) a-+b+b<a 
Suppose (1) holds. Then we have 
(3) a+b-+b -+ .a-+b < a-+.a+b 
( 4) a+. a+b < a+b+ b-+. a->-b 
(l),(rule suf) 
(suf) 
10b. 
(5) a+.a+b < a+.a-+b (3),(4),(rule trans) 
Suppose (2) holds. Then we have 
( 6) a-+b < a-+b-+b-+b 
( 7) a-+b-+b-+b+ ~ a-~b-+b < a-+b-+. a-+b-+b 
( 8 ) a->-b-+ • a -+ b-+ b < a-+ b + b-+ b-)- • a-:,.. b + b 
( 9) a·+b->-. a-+b+b < a-+b+. a-+b-+b 
(2),(rule suf) 
(6),(rule suf) 
(suf) 
(7),(8),(rule trans) 
The hypo thesis of the theorem is that either (1 ) or (2) 
holds; accordingly either (5) or (9) follows, by principles 
of logic, whi ch concludes the proof. 
An obvious corollary to this theorem is 
coroll .srv · 
------'.L • No linear 3-matrix can be strict * 
* Contrary to expectations that such a matrix wou ld be an 
avenue to ~o ·J_·u~~nrl nI~ ~~~ no-1' ec~U~P ,._, V -'- - .. '-" ~ _, - l - '-' i .1 u L, .l. - • 
Theorem (ii) There is a f ormula A such that A-+A is valid 
in all linear S-matri.ces. 
Proof: . Let P. be the formula a.-+S, where a = p-+. p-+q and 
8 = p-+q-+.p-~q-+q. We show by reductio that A-+A is valid in 
all linear S-matrices: Suppose then for reductio that 
10c. 
M= <M,D,-+> i.s a linear S-matrix, and that I is an interpre t -
ation on M such that I(a-+B-+.a-+S)LD. Applying the definition s 
of I and of<, we then have I(a.)+I(S)JI(a)-+I(S). Then it 
follows from (rule suf) and (rule pre) that I(a)/I(a) and 
I(8)/.I(S). That is, applying further the recursive 
definitlon of I, and writing I(p) as p ', I(q) as q', we have 
p ' 4- • p ' -+q' /. p ' -+ . p 1 -+q ! 
and 
p ' -+q ' -+ • p ' -+q ' -+q ' /. p ' -+q ' -+ . p ' -+q ' ->-q • 
But this contradicts Theorem (i) 
corollary: There is no linear S-matrix M such that ea ch 
formula A~A is false on some interpretation 
iri M. 
0.6 Our first fact . 
--------
The formulas of L form a free word algebra in 
the sense of Birkhoff [ 196 7 J, in this case an algeb:r·a 
with one generator and one binary operation. As 
such, a formal or structural ide ntity,=, may be 
defined on formulas, which has the Atom property: 
p f B+C, B, C E L, and the Ordered pair property: for 
A , B , C , D E L , if A-+ B = C-+ D then A = C and B = D • 
Analogous properties hold for all free word algebras. 
In the case of the simplest such algebra, with one 
generator O and one unary operations, which is iso-
morphic to the natural numbers, these properties are 
stated by the well-known Peano axioms O i s(x), and 
s(x) = s(y) => x = y. 
Fact l 
Proof: 
We can now prove the following fact: 
Every formula A E L has a unique representat ion 
in the form A1+.A 2+ .... +.An+p, for some choice 
of n ?. 0, and formulas A .. 
l 
By structural induction. 
For the propositional v ariable p, choose n = O* 
Given the Atom property the representation is obviously 
unique. For the inductive step, A is complex and hence 
of the form B-+C . On inductive hypothesis, Chas a 
unique representation, 
C = li~ + 1 • 
..L. 
11 
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Thus 
Now choose the r.h.s. for the representation of A, le tting 
n = k + 1, A1 = B, Ai+l = Ci'· 1 ~ i ~ k. For uniqueness, suppose 
that 
B -+ C = A1 -+. A 2 -)- . . .. -+. A~ -+ p also. 
Then by properties of identity and the ordered pair property, 
A' = B 1 and A2+. _. .. ->-. A~-+p = c1 -+ •••• -+. Ck-+p = C. 
But the representation of C is unique, so m = k + 1 = n, and 
A 2 = Cl , . . . , A~ = Ck . 
1. MODELS FOR P-W ANDS. 
In this section a semantics for P-W and Sis presented, 
and a proof of soundness is given. From now on the developments 
all relate to the languag e L. A parallel development for more 
than one propositional varj_able is straightforward. 
1.1 S-Semantics 
- -------
Df: An 8-mode l struc tu1~e ( S-ms) is a triple ( K, 0 ,>) , where K 
is a non-empty set clos ed under the binary operation°, 
and> is a binary relation on elements of K ("worlds") 
satisfying the postulates, for a,b,c EK, 
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B. (aob)oc > ao(boc) 
B' . (aob) oc > bo(aoc) 
µ. If a >b then c 0 a > c 0 b 
\) . If a > b then a 0 c > b 0 c 
T • If a >b and b > C then ....... a /C 
Note: In displayed elements of K, the operation o will usually 
be suppressed in favour of juxtaposition, and parentheses are 
omitted where possible in favour of association to the left. 
E.g., B. above, according to these conventions, can be written 
abc > a(bc). 
Df: A valuation on an S-ms is a function v assigning at each 
world in Kone of the values -1,0,+l to the propositional 
variable p . That is, 
v : K x {p} + {-1,0,+l} 
Df: A proper valuation on an S-ms is a valuation that respects 
the hereditary condition: 
Hp. If a>b and v(b,p)~O, then v(a,p)=+l 
In general, any valuation considered will be proper, unless 
the contrary is stated. 
I n order to extend the valuation functi on to all 
f ormulas , it is necessa ry to indicate how the values -1,0,+l 
- the truth-values as one might say - interact. These v alues 
wiJ.J. now be understood to be orde red as on the 3-point Sugihara 
cha.in . The following functions on this chain are well-kn own 
from tb e analysis of impJ.ication anct · fusion in the logic RM3 
( see Entailment, §26 .9, and p . 470) . 
--~-- ~ - - - - -----~---------------------------- - ~ 
Df: => 
Df: I\ 
=} 
-1 0 +l 
-1 +l +l +l 
0 -1 0 +l 
+l -1 -1 +l 
" -1 0 +l 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
0 -1 0 +l 
+l -1 +1 +l 
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Next we have the lub and glb functions. The 3-point Sugihara 
chain is a lattice on which the least upper bound (lub) and 
greatest lower bound (glb) functions are defined for any set 
of elements of the lattice, viz., any set of truth-values. 
Suppose {f(x) :x EK} , for example, is such a set, where f(x ) 
is s crne function a 1 expression with arguments x E K and v a 1 u e s 
in {-1,0,+l}. Then glb{f(x) :x EK} is written here (x)(f(x)) 
and lub{f(x) :x EK} is written here as (ax) (f(x)). Thus we 
take advantage of the intuitive understanding of the quanti -
fiers as large conjunctions and disjunctions. Note also that 
properties such as the distribution of the glb function over 
the~ function come 01i t very naturally in this quantifier 
symbolism. 
F . ., ., ina_L..i..y, two relat ions, sand< are defined on the 
truth-value s. As usual, n ~ m holds provided n is nume;r.~ica lly 
less tha n or equal to m. However, from now on the use o f < 
is non-standard: n < m p rovided, either n i s strictly less 
than rn numerically , 011 n == m = -1 or n = m = + 1 . Thus< dif fers 
from 5 only in not allowing the case O < 0. These notions are 
r edundant , since n :::; m could be represented by (n =?ffi) ~ 0, and 
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n < m by ( n =* m) = + 1, but the flexj_b i li ty is conve nient . As 
an example , the hereditary condition Hp . abo ve can now be put 
Hp. If a>b, then v(b,p) <v(a,p) 
Df: An interpretation function I: K x L-+ {-1,0,+l} is defined 
on an S-ms (K,o,>) with a proper valuation v, by setting 
I ( a , p ) = v ( a , p ) , for a E K , and , for comp 1 ex form u 1 as 
A-+B, using the condition 
T I(a,A-+B) = (x) (I(x,A) ==> I(ax,B)), all a EK. 
-+ 
Df: An S-model Mis a structure (K,o,>,v), where (K,o,>) 
is an S-ms, and vis a proper valuation on this S-ms. 
Notation: for a given model M, I(a,A) will be sometimes 
written (a,A) where the context prevents ambiguity. Where 
there are two or more models, the interpretations are 
distinguished by primes, e.g., l'(a,A) or (a,A)'. 
Fact 2 (Generalized T condition) In view of Fact 1, which 
+ 
(a,A) --
= 
= 
gives a unique representation for any formula A, the 
condition T may be generalized as follows: 
-+ 
(a, A1 ->- . A?-+. . . . 
...... ·-
(xl)((xl,Al) => 
(xl)((xl,Al) =* 
-+. A ->-p) 
n 
( a.xl , A 2->- . • •• -r • A -+p) ) n 
(x2)((x2,A2) =? (ax_x 2 ,A~-+. J_ j 
by T 
-+ 
-r . A -+o) ) ) n . 
by T 
-+ 
= (x1 ) (x 2 ) ( (x1 ,A1 ) ~ (x 2 ,A 2 ) ~ (ax1x 2 ,A 3-+ .... -+.An-+p)2 
evident propertie s of glb 
by evide nt importation properties of A wrt ~ 
-~~------ ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... 
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repeating first four steps as necessary 
This generalized condition will be used constantly in the 
proofs in later sections. 
Fact 3 The hereditary condition Hp is preserved on extending 
a valuation to an interpretation. 
model (K, 0 ,>,v), for all a,b EK, 
H. If a>b then (b,A) < (a,A) 
That is, in anv 
- .; 
Proof: by structural induction on A. If A is p, then H. is 
an instance o f Hp, which takes care of the base case. For 
the inductive step, suppose A is of the form B+C, and suppose 
a>b. Then ay>by for y E: K, by condition v. on>. On 
inductive hypothesis it then follows that (by,C) < (ay,C), 
and then by the ~ - table, 
Now 
( ( y , B ) => (by , C ) ) < ( ( y , B ) ~ ( a.y , C ) ) • 
(b,A) = (b,B+C) - (x)((x,B) => (bx,C)) 
~ (y,B) ~ (by,C) , 
< (y,B) => (ay,C) 
' 
by 
by 
by 
rr 
.L 
+ 
g1b props. 
the r~::.·su l t i u,::: +-t,I .._., \J 
established. This is true for arbitrary y EK, whence it is 
true f or the glb . . That is 
(b,B~c) < (y)((y,B) ~ (ay,C)) = (a,B+C) ' 
as required . 
1 .2 Soundne ss 
----------
Df: A formula A~B is v er ifi ed in a model M = (K, 0 ,>, v) 
when (x ; (( ::,: =-A) => (.x,B)) ?. 0 . 
- - - ~~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ ..... 
Df: A formula A+B is strictly verified in a model 
M = ( K , o , > , v > when ( x ) ( ( x , A ) => ( ·x , B ) ) = + 1 • 
Df: A formula is P-W valid ( l=p_w) provided it is verified 
in all S-rnodels. 
Df: A formula is S-vaZ.id ( fs) provided it is strictly 
verified in all S-models. 
Notice that on these definitions the formula p can never be 
P-W or S--val:i.d. Since p is not a theorem of these systems 
eith8r (see §0.5(a)) this obviously can do no harm. 
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That the definitions are appropriate is shown by the soundness 
lemma: 
Le mrna 1 . 2 ( i ) If' 1-S A then I= S A 
(ii ) If 1-P-W A then I= P-W A 
Proof of (i): By deductive induction (§0.1). As base cases, 
the axioms of Sare shown to be S-valid, that is, s t rictl y 
verified in e v e r y S-model. 
r B ' ad , .1 : We ha·,..re to shov; 
(x)((x,B-rC) => (x,A-)>-B+.A-+C)) = +l 
1n an arbitrary S-model. If (x,B+C) =-1 for all xEK the 
axiom is al read y strictly verified, so it is sufficient to 
supp o s e ( a ) ( x , B-:,.. C ) 2 O , and. prove ( x , A-+ B-+ . A-+ C ) = + 1 • 
(x,A+B-+.A+C) = fy)((y,A~ B) => (xy!A+C)), so we suppose 
By 
(b) (y,A·+B) ~ 0, and see k to prove (xy,A-+C) = + 1. 
T, (xy,A+C) = ( z )((z,A) 4 (xy z ,C)), so we suppose 
Again, by 
~ -
(c) (z,A) ~ 0, and se e k tc, p rove (xy z,C) = + 1 ·. Now (b) and ( c ) 
.... 
toge the r with T give (yz,B) ~ 0, and this together with (a.) 
-+ 
and T . gives (x(yz) , C) 2 O. Then since xyz > x(yz) by 
-r 
condition B. on>, the hereditary condi t ion ensures that 
(xyz,C) = + 1, as required. 
ad(B'): We have to show 
(x) ( (x,A-+B) => (x,B-+C-+.A-+C)) = + l 
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in an arbj_trary S-model. The argument is similar to the case 
for the (B) axiom. First suppose (a) (x,A->-B) ~ O, and then it 
is s u ff i c i en t to prove ( x , B-+C-+ . A-> C ) = + 1 • For this it is 
suffj_cient to suppose (b) (y, B+C) 2 0 and prove (xy, A-+C) = + 1. 
And for this it is sufficient to suppose ( c) ( z ,A) 2 0 and 
prove ( xy z , C) = + 1 . Now (a) and (c) together with T . give 
-r 
(xz,B) ~ 0, and this together with (b) gives (y(xz) ,C) 2 0 by 
T . Then since xyz > y(xz) by condition B'. on>, the 
-+ 
hereditary condition ensures that (xyz ,C) = + 1, as required. 
For the inductive step, the Dwyer rules are shown to preserve 
validity. Note that the "preferred formulation" of P-W and S 
(§0.2), in terms bf the Dwyer rules becomes more or less 
mandatory in these semantic structures. The point is tha t 
S-models as defined are keyed to the essentially relational 
nature of the theorems of P-W and S, as reveal ect by the Dwyer 
rules. Formulation of logics with modus p onens app e a rs to 
require that the semant ics hav e a base or logical world where 
the theorems come out true (cf. Routl ey and Meyer [1973]), 
and this the S r O 'i r -1 ..., - ,. ui:::_'- ;:, conspicuously lacK . 
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ad(BX): G1ven !=-= 8 B-+C, we have to show· 1= 3 A->-B-+.A-+C, i.e. 
show (x) ( (x,A-+B) ~ (x,A-+C)) = + J. in an arbitra.ry mode l. T,4--..i. L, 
is s u ff i c i en t to suppose ( x ', A-+ B ) ~ 0 , and show ( x , A-+C ) = + 1 • 
Again, it is sufficient for this to suppose (y ,A) ~ 0, and 
show ( xy, C) = + 1 . Applying the two suppositions to m 
J. ' -+ we 
obtain (xy ,B) ~ 0, whence since l=s B->-C, (xy ,C) = + l as 
required. 
ad (B 'X): Given l=sA-+B, we have to show l=s B-+C-~ .A-+C, i.e. 
show (x) ( (x,B-+C) ~ (x,A-+C)) = + 1 in an arbitrary S-model. 
It is sufficient to suppose (x,B-+C) ~ 0 and (y,A) ~ 0 for 
arbitrary x ,Y E K and prove ( xy, C) = + 1. Applying 
(y,A) ~ 0 to I= S A->-B y i e 1 d s ( y , B ) = + l , and a pp 1 y i ng th i s 
to the first supposition yields (xy ,C) = + 1 by T., as 
-r 
required. 
ad ( BXY) : I= S A->-B and 1= 8 B-+C are given, and we have to 
sh ow I= S A-+C . Suppose ( x , A ) ~ 0 , then ( x , B ) := + 1 since 
l=s A-+B. So (x, C) = + 1 since also l=s B-+C. Thus 
(x) ( (x,A) ~ (x,C)) = + 1, as required. 
This completes the proof of (i), the Spart of the lemma. 
Proof of (ii) The Powers-Dwyer Theorem (Appendix A2) already 
furnishes a proof, given ( i) . For suppose 1-P-W A. Then 
A = B-+C, and by the Theorem, j-8 B-+C or B = C. If l-8 B-+C 
then I==~ B-+C, i.e., B~·C j_s strictly verified in every S-model . 
.._, 
So B~c is · verified in every S-mcdel, i.e., ~P-WB-+C. On the 
other hand, if B = C, then B+C is verif ied in every S-moclel., 
sinc e 1nspection of the ~ - table shows that ( (x,B) => (x,C)) =-= 
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( ( x, B) => ( x, B)) ~ 0 for al 1 x E K. 
A direct proof of (ii) by deductive induction is 
also possible. The axiom (I) is verified in every S-model, 
as was just shown. The (B) and (B') axioms are strictly 
verified, by (i), and hence verified. That the rules 
preserve verification can be shown by proofs which require 
cases which do not occur in the analogous proofs for (i), 
but these proofs are not otherwise essentially different to 
those in (i). The proof for (B'X) is given as an example: 
Given l=P-W A-+B, we have to show l=P-W B-+C-+. A-+C, i.e. show 
(x) ( (x,B-+C) => (x,A-+C))~ 0 in an arbitrary S-model. Suppose 
(x,B-+C) ~ O, then we have two cases: 
case l: (x,B-+C) = 0 and we have to show (x,A-+C) ;?: 0. 
Suppos e (y;A) =O; we have to show (xy,C) ;?:Q. On these 
suppositions, given l=P-W A-+B, we have (y, B) ;?: 0, and then 
(xy,C) ~ 0. If, instead, (y,A) = + 1, then (y,B) = + l also, 
and so ( xy , C) = + 1 as required. 
case 2: (x,B+C) = + 1, and we have to show (x,A-+C) = + 1. 
Suppose (y ,A) = 0. Then since l=P-W A·+B, we have (y ,B) ?. 0, 
and so (xy ,C) = + 1. If, instead, (y ,A)=+ 1, then 
( y, B) == + 1, and again ( xy, C) = + 1. 
1.3 Historical Interlude. 
The B. and B'. conditions on> are named after the 
c ombinatcrs of Curry and Feys [1958], which have similar 
reduction schemes . Th ese condi tions are linked to the (B) 
and ( B') axioms , as the soundess proofs show, whence these 
- ~-------- - - -
-------------------- - - - - -- - ~ 
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names for the axioms. 
The notions of an S - ms and an S - model , and the 
Soundness Theorem , are due entirely to R.K. Meyer . In its 
original form an S-mo d e l was formu lat ed in terms of two 
kinds of t ruth, true and strictly true. The re were two 
clauses T , two clauses corr esponding to Hp , and eventuaJ_ly , 
·+ 
as now, formulas were said to be verified or strictZy 
verified in a given model. These spe c ificat ions were then 
seen by Meye r to be r egulari zable in RM3-ish terms, which 
b h +- t 1 1 ° t , 0 l • n ° d ' } 1 roug v concep .,ua· c ari y ana simp l I ie t 1e wo r."".:. As 
Meyer said: we lucked out. 
2. COMPLETENESS FOR P-W ANDS. 
This section takes up the problem of completeness 
of P-W and S relative to the semantics of §1. 
be proved is the 
What is to 
Completeness Theorem If l=s A-+B then 1-s A-+B, and 
similarly for P-W. 
As usual, this is done by proving the contrapositive, 
i.e. it is supposed that I -!sA~B, and it is nroved that 
=Is A-+B. For this, the pr8ced~re is to construct an S-ms, 
provide it with a valuation (here the information that 
-IS A-+B is used), and show that the r esulting mode l does 
not strictly verify A+B . The const ruction to be undertaken 
produces a canonical model , which re ject s every non-theorem 
of both Sand P-W. Note that the canonical model is not 
correc tJ.y so called until it is shown that it is (at l east) 
a model , but the name is us ed i n antic i pation of the 
demon s t r ation . 
2.1 The c a n onical mode l s t ructure. 
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Df: The set IL is the sma llest set containing Land closed 
under a free bi.nary operation°. That is, (IL, 0 ) j_s ~ 
free word algebra, with Las the se t of genera t o r s fo r 
the algebra. 
The name IL is chos e n to represent the intermediate 
languag e, i f O is to be interpreted as a kind of intensional 
conjunction, or fusion. No occurrenc e of o occurs within 
the scope of an~ The final stage of generalization would 
have closure under both~ and o arbitrar ily. This may be 
call e d 01, but will not be used here. 
Df: The canonical mo del structure (CMS) is a triple 
* 
< IL, o ,>), where < IL, o) is as just defined, and > is 
a binary relation on IL defined recursively by the 
* S-ms postulates 
B. abc > a(bc) 
B' . abc > b(ac) 
µ. If a >b then c a > cb 
\) . If a >b then ac > be 
'[ . If a >b and b > C t hen a > C 
As in §1 . l , ~ i s suppressed , and l eft - associat ion i s 
a s sumed whe!'e parentheses are dropped . 
...... 
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Note tha t CMS is an S-ms. Note als o that t he r elation > in 
CMS is t h e smalle s t r elation on IL sat is f y i ng t h e S- ms 
postulates, a nd that if a >b in the CMS, the n there i s a 
proof using t he pos t ulates. 
induction on> are justified. 
2.2 The canonical model. 
According ly n ro o fs 
.L 
by dedu ctive 
A valuation has to be provided to extend the CMS t o 
the canonical model (CM). The procedure adopted is to define 
an interpret~tion function wholesale for each world a E IL 
and formula A EL. rrhe appropri.ate valuation function i.s 
then the restriction of this interpretation function t o the 
propositional variable. The intuitive idea behind the 
function to be defined is that (a,A) = + 1 when there is a 
proof in S of A from the "sequence" a, (a,A) = 0 when there 
is such a proof in P-W, but not in S, and (a, A) = - 1 
otherwise. Thi.sis very much a picture, however, since the 
idea of a proof from a sequence, in which the elements are 
variously ass o c iat e d, · i s not pursued further here. Fo rmally , 
the canonic a l i nterpretation CI is defined recurs i v e ly 
according to t he structure of a E IL, as follows: 
Df CI : ( i) for a E L ( i. e • , where a is a formula ) 
CI(a,A) ~. + 1 
CI(a,A) = 0 
CI(a,A) = - l 
if 1-s a-+A 
if -I S a-+ A and a = A 
otherwise. 
(ii) rt b h ' c·f· n'. 1or a = oc, wiere J.\O, J, CI(c,C) have been 
defined for all B,C, EL: 
CI(b 0 c,A) = (3Y)(CI(b,Y+A) ACI(c,Y)), 
where A is the fusion function, and (3) is 
the lub function, of §1.1. 
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(Notice that for all A EL, CI(A,A) ~ O, on this definition.) 
Df CM: The canonical model CM = ( IL, o ,>,CV) , where 
<IL O >) i·s +-he riMS and c,r i·s ~1.-,p. r=- .... +--r,i·cti·on . ) , v v., . V l.,L,_, .l::;i::)L,~. of 
CI in its second argument to the propositional 
variable p. 
2.3 CM is an S-model. 
CMS is by definition an S-ms. It is not clear that 
CM as defined is an S-nodel, without a proof that the 
conditions H. and T hold for CI. This is the present aim. 
-+ 
First, two useful facts for the proofs that follow 
are noted. These concern the glb and lub operators. 
(a) Suppose ... x ... is some functional context, 
with argument s x E IL or x c L. rrhen 
(x)( ... x ... ) ~ ... a ... 
' 
each a E IL or a c: L 
and 
... a ... ~ (3x)( ... x ... ) , each a E IL or 
These are the "bound n pc~rts of the glb and lub fun ctions, 
here put j_n a form reco gnJzably like universal instantiation 
( UI ), "'.:l>'d exist 0 0t-i~·..l, !'"'f'enc, ->al.;'7 at iryn (EG) which is hoN c.;.. .. l A " - , '-' L ' CJ . ,. ~ ~ t~ l ~ \.,, .L ....... ·'- LJ . , - ,. l : . . ' 
t h ") -L 1 b 'V) .:• c:,. ., c., n I~ ~ "I O • • - , ' c~ h +- h m e s a.,,., e a 1 g e b ,,, ::) -i C e y w ~. _ -· e .1.. e .L ,. 1 '-· n . .., e ...... , e r .__. n v no 1..... t:- _ v .i. e , o v .1. ... c.. ~ 
rather than logical or s yntactic . 
(b) Since the (x) and (3x) operators take as 
arguments se ts of truth-values, and these values are 
linearly ordered and finite, we also have 
(x)( ... x ... ) = ••• a ... , for some a E IL or a E L 
and 
( 3X ) ( . . . X • • • ) = • • • a . . . , for some a E IL or a e L. 
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This is to say, the functions attain their bounds for some 
argument . These properties are recognizably like the well-
known theses (3x)(Fx.~.(x)Fx) and (3x)(3xFx.~.Fx) of 
predj_cate logic. They will be referred to by the phrase: 
"by choice of instantiator". 
notation: To simplify the presentation, from now to the 
end of this section (§2) the notation CI(a,A) will be used 
only in the statements of lemmas and theorems. 
body of the proof the shorter (a,A) will be used. 
In the 
Prelj_minary Lermna If 1-3 A-+B then CI(a,A) < CI(a,B) 
comment on the prelim=Lnary lemma: In ordinary two-valued 
completeness pr oofs, the worlds in the canonical model are 
Very r,f' .... tPD t:;:; 1,·r_e' ... ~1 a:-!. t·,'-, ~Or'teQ l""I,:.. t' he1 1 Og.!,... 1 ·nd,...._r d.! '"" 1"" 11 ~ s-~ 0~1 v - ~'-'" - ._. Vu .I t;; ~ j_i.._;. U. · '- .Li::::ivl.A.::j..._~ ! ' 
and thus the worlds are sets of formulas. The operation on 
wor1ds is then defined by closure under a modus ponens 
operation, v iz ., if x, y are theories, then 
x 0 y = {A : ( TI ) (Y.+A EX and 0M . V ! lS based on these 
ideas, but without the a\·.,rkwardnes s of trying to view set-
rnemtership 2.s a ~hree -valued :r·e la tion . . Clause (ii) of the 
... 
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def in it ion of C I can be seen as a genera 1 i z at :i. on of the 
modus ponens operation. Further, in the ordinary picture , 
the modus ponens operation has to be shown to preserve 
theoryhood, and the present lemma generalizes this require-
ment. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on th~ structural 
complexity of a E IL. 
base case: a is a formula in L. If (a,A) = - l the lemma 
holds tri.vially. If (a,A) = 0 then a= A by definition of 
CI, whence 1-3 A-+B 1-3 a-+B, and so by definition of CI, 
(a,B) :::+l. Thus (a,A) < (a,B). If (a,A) = + 1, then, by 
definition of CI, 1-3 a-+A. Since also !-8 A-+B on hypothesis, 
1-3 a-~B by rule (BXY). Thus (a,B) = + 1, and again 
(a,A) < (a,B). 
inductive step: _Suppose a= b 0 c, and suppose that the lemma 
is true on inductive hypothesis for b,c. Again if 
(a,A) =-1 the lemma holds trivially. Suppose then that 
(a,A) ~ 0. Then by definition of CI, 
0 $ (a, A) = ( b O c, A) - ( 3:Y) ( ( b , Y-),-A) /\ ( c, Y) ) 
= ( b , Y-+A) /\ ( c , Y) , 
the ·1ast step by choice of instantiator. Inspection of the 
A-table shows that both (b, Y-+A) ~ ·O and ( c. Y) ?. 0. Recall 
now the hypc t hesis of tJ1e lemma, that 1-s A+B. It follo ws 
b y rule ( 3 X ) that !- ,.., ( Y ->-A ) -:"- ( Y -:--B ) , and then t h a. t 
0 
(b, Y-rA) < (b, Y-;-I3) on i nductive hypothesis . Tbus (b , Y-;.B) :::: + 1 . 
Then 
(b .,Y-+B) A (c,Y) = + 1 
(3:Y)((b,Y-+B) A (c,Y))= +l 
(boc,B) ::: + l 
by the A-tabl e , 
by EG , and so 
b d f'" ·t· y e~ini ion$ 
When c e ( b O c , A ) < ( b o c , B ) , as required . 
H. Lemma If a >b, then CI(b,A) < CI(a,A) 
Proof: If a> b in CMS, then there is a proof of a> b 
from the defining postulates in CMS. So the proof is bv 
u 
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induction on the length of proof of a >b. The lemn1a hold s 
if (b ,A) = - 1, so this case is omitted. 
ad B. abc >a(bc) and we have to show (a(bc) ,A)< (a.be ,A). 
Supp o s e ( a ( b c ) , A ) ~ 0 . Then by def in it ion of CI , 
(3:Y)(( a ,Y-+A) A (3:Z)((b,Z->-Y) A (c,Z)))?. O, i.e. 
(a,Y-+A) ~ 0, (b,Z-+Y) ~ O, (c,Z) ~ 0, by choice of i nstant iators , 
and definition of A. Since 1-s Y-+A-+. Z-+ Y-+. Z-+A, app1ica t ion 
of the preliminary lemma to (a,Y-+A) ~ 0 establishe s that 
(a,Z-+Y-+ .Z +A) = + l. That is 
i.e. 
So 
so 
( a , Z-+ Y -+ . Z -"": A ) A ( b , Z -+ Y ) = + 1 , 
(3X)(( a ,X-r .Z -+A) A (b ,X)) =+l, 
(ab,Z-+A) = + ~ 
-- ' 
(ab, Z-+A) A ( c , Z) = + 1, 
( ab c , A) = + 1 , 
by EG. 
by definj_tion 
of CI. 
by EG, and 
definition of CI . 
ad B'. abc >b (ac) , and we have to show (b(ac) , A) < (a.bc.,A). 
This cas e is similar· to the B . case above . In brief., if 
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(b(ac), A) ~ 0 , then there are Y,Z such that (b,Y-rA) ~ O, 
(a 7 -+Y) > 0 and (c Z) > 0 -u~-_;ng 1-s Z-+Y+ .V.L-,·A->- . Z-+A , Rn 
'LJ - ' - ' ' - • - -
instance of the axiom (B'), it follows by the p reliminary 
lemma that ( a , Y-+ A-+ • Z-+ A ) = + 1 • Then (ab, Z-+A) = + l by EG 
and definition of CI, and finally (abc,A) = + 1, by EG and 
definition o f CI. 
adµ. a>b, and we have to show (cb,A) < (ca,A). Suppos e 
(cb ,A) ~ 0. 1rhen (c, Y-+A) ~ 0 and (b, Y) ~ 0 for some Y. 
On inductive hyp othe s is applied to a >b, it follows that 
i.e. (a,Y) = + 1. So (c _,Y-+A) l, (a:,Y) = + 1, 
~ b EG ~ d f'. . t . f' CI ._ h. . ( A.) + 1 ana y ana e.J..ini J_on o~ , 1..1 .. 1s is ca,_ = • 
adv. a>b, and we have to show (bc,A) < (ac,A). Suppose 
. (bc,A) ~ 0. Then (b,Y-+A) ~ 0 and (c,Y) ~ 0 for some Y. 
On inductive hypothesis applied to a >b we have 
( b , Y-+ A ) < ( a , Y-+ j1. ) when c e ( a , Y-+ A ) = + l • Then 
(a,Y+A) "(c, Y) = + l = (ac,A), by EG and definition of CI. 
ad T. a> b, b > c, and ·we have to show ( c, A) < (a, A) . On 
inductive hypothesis, (c ,A) < (b,A) and (b,A) < (a,A) . Since 
< is transi tive , (c,A) < (a,A). 
h . , vr 1icn 
Before t- ' . t h d . t . T h 1 d . C "' 11 1.., na--c .le con .l ion _ o _  s in h , 
-+-
completes the demonstration that CM is an S-model, 
we prove a preliminary Fact: 
Fac t 4 (First Coding Fact) CI ( aA , B ) $ C I ( a , A-+ B ) 
Proof: ( aA ' B) ~ ( a-t ) ( ( a ' Y-+ B ) A ( A ' y ) ) 
:s (a,Y-+B) A (A, Y) 
definition of CI. 
by cho1ce of 
instantiato r--. 
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The proof is comp leted by showing that 
(a, Y-+B) " (A, Y) ::; (a,A-+B). 
There are three cases: 
( i ) ( a , Y-+ B) = - 1 or ( A , Y ) = - 1 . Then 
(a,Y-+B) A (A,Y) $ (a,A-+B)' trivially. 
(ii) (a,Y-+B) ~ 0 and (A,Y) = 0. Then A=Y by 
d f'. ·+· e .... inicion of CI, and since, 
(a,Y~-B) "0 $ (a,Y-+B), by the A-table, we have 
(a,Y-+B)" (A,Y) :s (a,A-+B), substituting A for Y, 
since A= Y. 
(iii) (a,Y-+B) ~ 0 and (A,Y) = + 1. Then 1-s A-+Y by 
definition of CI. So by the rule (B'X), 
~ 8 Y+B-+.A-+B. Then application of the 
preliminary lemma yields 
(a,Y+B) < (a,A-+B). Thus (a,A-+B) = + 1, whence 
( a , Y-+ B ) t\ ( A :. Y ) $ ( a , A+ B ) . 
T+ Lemma : CI(a,A+B) = (x)(CI(x,A) =?CI(ax,B). 
Proof: The proof is divided into two parts: we show 
( 1 ) ( a , A-),-B ) ~ ( x ) ( ( x , A ) ~-=> ( ax , B ) ) 
and ( 2 ) (x) ( (x.,A) =,'> (ax , B)) ~ (a,A+B) 
ad(l) 
(a, A-+B) / ( x., A) ~  ( 3:Y ) ( (a, y _,,. B) ,, ( x, Y) ) EG · 
$ (ax , B) by definition. 
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i.e. , 
(a,A-+B) ~ (x,A) ==> (ax,B) , by ", =>propertj_es . 
Since this is true for arbitrary x E IL, 
(a,A+B) ~ (x) ( (x,A) ==> (ax,B)) glb property. 
ad(2) 
( X) ( ( X 'A) ==> (ax' B) ) ~ (A' A) ==> ( aA 'B) UI 
~ ( aA, B) since (A,A) z O , 
which, by the First Coding Fact, is 
~ ( a ,A-rB) 
Corollary (Coding Fact) 
( . \ l, CI(a,A+B) = CI(aA,B) 
(ii) CI(a,A1+ .... +.An-+B) = CI(aA1 , A2+ •.•. +.An-+B) 
= CI ( aA1 A2 , A3+ .... -+. An -+B) 
• 
P~_s:> of: Clearly all. the equalities in (ii) .follow by iterated 
applications of (i), so it suffices to prove (i). Again, 
. 
given the First Coding Fact, it suffices to prove 
( a , A+ B ) s: ( aA , B ) . 
Now, by the 11 lemma, 
~ 
( a , A-> B ) = ( X ) ( ( X , l'1 ) ==> ( a X , B ) ) 
s ( :\ A) ~ r :-::. A 8) UI 
4 ' \.u.. ... , .~ 
5 ( aA , B) since (A,A) ~ 0 . 
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2.4 Co~pleteness . 
We now take up the proof of the comp leteness theorem 
stat e d at the beginning of this sect ion : 
Proof: Suppos e -I 3A->-B . Then , in the canonic a l model , 
( A , B ) ~ 0 • A 1 s o ( A , A ) ~ 0 as us u. a 1 . Thus ( ( A , A ) ~ ( A ., B ) ) $ 0 • 
But, 
(x) ( (x,A) =} (x,B)) ~ (A,A) => (A,B) , by UI 
whence 
(x) ( (x,A) =} (x,B)) ~ 0 , 
so A-+B is not strictly verified in CM, i.e. =1 3A+B. 
For completeness for P-W, observe first that if 
1-s A-rB or A = B, then 1-P-W A+B. (This is obvious on inspec~ion 
of the axioms; the converse is the nontrivial Powers-Dwyer 
result.) Contraposing , if -I P-W A-+B then -IS A+B and A f B. 
Thus , in CM , if -I p _ W A+ B then ( A ., B) = - 1 • So 
(x) ( (x,A) => ( x ,B)) ~ (A,A) => (A.,B) = - 1. 
Thus A+B is not verified in CM, i.e. =lp_wA+B. 
2.5 Powers-Dwver Theorem . 
--· ---- •, - - -----
The c anonical model construction used in the complete-
ne ss proof allows a new p roof of the Powers-Dwyer Theorem 
(cf. Appendix A2). This was pointed out to me by Meyer . 
Th e theorem states : J..,...f' 1'·- A-~B then 
---- P-W ~ ~ I-S A+ B or A = B . 
For p·Y•no +"' I rrhen by soundne ss 1- A-+B , suppose i-- p TT A+B. .l . ...._ .J. ' 
-w 1-P-W 
and since C,.vT J. is an S- model , A+B . verif-i e d in CM, .... ~ so _._ ..._, 
(x) ( ( x , A) =~ ( X B '\' 
J ' I J 2: 0, i .. e . ( (A , A.) ==} (A ,B) ~ 0 in particular . 
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Then given that (A,A) ~ 0 in CM , it follows that 
i . e., by definition , l-8 A+B or A=B. 
( A, B) ~ 0 , 
3. FREE BB'-RELATIONS. 
This section develops a general theory of the 
relation> of the canonical model structure CMS and othe r 
S-model structures like CMS in ways to be specified. The 
theory provides a kind of semantics, an interpretation, 
for>, and enables necessary - and, in some cases of 
particuJ.ar interest, sufficient - conditions to be placed 
on a and b when a >b holds. 
Df: A free BB '- relation is a relation> on an S-ms ( K,c,>}, 
where <K, 0 } is a free word algebra on a se t G of 
generators, and> is the least relation satisfying the 
B.,B'.,µ.,v.,T. postulates. 
The CMS is thus the leading example of an S-ms with a free 
BB'-relation , for (IL, o) was defined as a free word algebra, 
with L the set of generators , and> is the l east relation on 
IL x IL satisfying the post ulat e s. It is desirable to 
generalize for two reasons . T.:1i· ,.,s.:... , y 
.l. .,_ l,, _L ' from the point of view 
of>, the internal structure of the members of L, that they 
are formed from p by closure under+ , is of no account. All 
that> looks at is the external structure of worlds , given 
by 0 , so that fr ~m thi s point of view L ~s simply a 
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denumerable set of generators for IL. Secondly, the theory 
to be developed does not depend especially on the 
denumerability of the generators, so that G could be finite, 
as in the models considered in §6. 
So we suppose f e r this section that we are 
dealing with a structure (G,K,o,>) 
' 
where G is a set of 
generators for K, (K,o) is free, (K,a,>) is an S-ms, and> 
is a free BB'-relation. For notation, let 
a,b,c, ... ,a1 ,_ ••. , be members of K (including G), and 
A,B,C, ... ,A1 , ... , be members of G. This notation is chosen 
to fit our leading example. 
In fact, (G,K,o,>) is essentially a constructively 
defined formal system j_n the sense of Curry U963], in which 
the members of Gare the primitive obs, the members of Kare 
the obs, a is a primitive operation, and> is a primitive 
binary predicate satisfying the S-ms postulates. These 
terms make clear the fact, already mentioned with respect to 
CMS, that if> i.s a free BB'-relation, then a>b iff 
there is a proof of this from the postulates. Also, passing 
to a structure ( G' ,K', 0 ,>') where G 5=. G', forms an ob 
extension of the system; in §3.1 the consequences of such 
an extension for> are briefly noted. 
The first Fact of this section, an analogue of Fact 1, 
provides a unique canonical representation for worlds. 
Fact 5 Each a E K has a unique form Aa1 ... an, where 
n ~ 0, A E G, and a 1 _, ... , an E K. 
Proof: Similar to Fa.ct l. Of course Aa1 ... an is 
( ... ((Aa1 )a2 ) ... )an in official notation. Where a is a 
generator it is in the form, choosing n = 0. Where 
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a= b o c = (Bb 1 ... b ) c on inductive hypothesis, then choose . m 
n=m+l, A=B, a 1 =b 1 , ... , a =b, a +l=a =c. Uniqueness . m m m n 
then follows from the ordered pair property on members of 
the free word algebra K. 
The notation Aa 1 ... an is of particular interest when 
each of the a. are generators. Worlds with this structure 
l 
* are called completely Zefted. We give the following 
recursive definition of this notion: 
Df: (i) T-P ..L .l A E K 
lefted. 
is a generator, then A is completely 
(ii) If a EK is completely lefted, then aA is 
completely lefted for each generator A. 
3.1 Simple properties of free BB'-relations. 
Paet 6 > is irreflexive. 
Proof: Intuitively, application of the B. or B' ~ postulat e 
adds brackets on the right of a formula, in some position 
where they cannot be removed under the conventions for 
dropping brackets. Thus formulas bin a proof of a> b 
are successively "ueighted " asyrr.m2trically in some way, 
ma king a proof of a> a impossi.ble. Various proofs along 
these lines are known, possibly the simplest being the one 
r·ep rcduc ed here which is due to R. K. Meyer . 
* The terminolog y here is adapted from Powers [1976]. 
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Set up a numerical valuation on worlds by assigning 
positive int e g e r s to generators , and letting 
(ab)' = a 'b'+ b'. Then a' is always non- zero for a E K. 
Also, just for this proof, let< have its usual meaning as 
the strictly less relation over numbers. 
We now show that if a> b, then a' < b' • r:I.1his will 
establish the Fact. For suppose, for some a E K, that 
a> a. Then we would have a' < a', which is impossible. 
The proof that a >b implies a' < b' is by deductive 
induction: For the B. and B'. postulates we have 
( ab C) ' = (ab) ' C , + C ' == (a' b ' + b ' ) C ' + C ' = a ' 'b 'C ' + b f' C , · + C r 
(a(bc))' =a'(bc)' + (be)' =a'(b'c'+c') + b 'C' + C' 
=a'b'c' +a'c' + b 'C' + C' 
(b(ac))' =b'(ac)' + (a c )' =b'(a'c' +c') + a' c' + C' 
= b'a'c' + b'c' + a' C' + Cr • 
Given tha t all elements are non-zero, it is clear that 
(abc)' < (a(bc))', and ( ab c) ' < ( b ( ac) ) ' 
For the pos tulates µ.,v.,T., the proof on inductive 
hypothesis is easy, and t he case forµ. only is proved as 
an example . Suppose a> b and thus a' < b' on inductive 
hypo the s is . Then ( ca ) ' = c ' a ' + a ' < c ' b 1 + a ' < c ' b ' + b ' = ( c b ) ' , 
by the inductive hypothesis, and monotonicity of< over 
addition and non-zero multiplication. 
a EK and A, ... A EK, where A1 ... A is ~ n n 
comple tely lefted, it is never the case that 
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Proof: Suppose for reductj_o that there are a, A, ••• A E K 
..L. n 
such that a> A1 ... An. Then it can be supposed that a and 
A1 ... An are such a pair with a shortest proof. 
the last move in t he derivation of a>A1 ... An. 
Conside r now 
If there is 
no last move a> A1 ... An 1s an instance of the B. or B' . 
postulates, but this is impossible since these postulates 
require non-lefted worlds on the right hand side of the>. 
If a> A1 ..• An comes by µ. , there are b, c, d E K such that 
a = b O c, A1 ... An = b 
O d, and the preceding line is c > d.. 1l1hen 
b = A1 ••. An-l and d =An, and the preceding line is c > An, 
cont rary to the hypothesis of shortest proof. If 
a> A1 .... An comes by v., then there are b, c ,d E K such that 
a= b 0 d, A1 ... An= c
0 d., and the preceding line is b > c. 
c == A1 ... An-l' d = An, and the preceding line is 
b > A1 ... An-l' again contrary to the inductive hypothesis. 
Finally, a>A1 ... An cannot be derived by T., from a>b 
and b > A1 ... An, say, for then b > A1 ... An has a shorter 
proof. 
The next two properties of free BB'-relations r equire 
the notion of the components, and the componen t sequ ence , of 
a world. These are ~asy to specify for a completely lefted 
world. The components are t he generators in the sequence 
A1 ... A obtained when the world is r egarded as in the special 11 
form given by Fact 5. The sequence A, . .. A is then also 
..l... n 
regarde d as the component sequence. Note that the A. need 
.l 
not be distinct . The next d efinit=i.on gives the component 
sequence in the gene ral case : 
Df: ( . \ l1 If' A c::: K is a genera_tor, then the component 
sequence of A is {A). 
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(ii) If a 0 b e K, then the component sequence of a 0 b is 
the sequence consisting of the members, in order, 
of the component sequence of a, followed by the 
members, j_n order, of the component sequence of b. 
Thus the component sequence of a world is ·the sequence of 
generators obtained by dropping any association indicated 
by parentheses. We will adopt the notational convention, 
for component sequences, that all occurrences of (,) and 
commas .will be ignored, so that component sequences are 
identical in notation to completely lefted worlds. 
Two easily observable relations betwen a and b, 
whenever a> b, are as follows: 
Fact 8 (Homogeneity fact I): 
Fa.ct 9 
If a >b, then the component sequence cf a -j C ~u the 
same as the component sequence of b, apart from a 
permutation. That is, the sequences have the same 
generators and the same multiplicity of generators. 
(Guard fact I): 
If a >b, then the last element in the component 
sequence of a is the same as the last element in 
the component sequence of b. 
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Proofs: Both of these facts are easily establ ished by 
induc tion o n the proo f of a> b. For t h e postulates B. and 
B'., abc and a(bc) clearly have the same component 
sequences, as does b(ac) under the permutation of shifting 
the entire subsequence associated with a to the left as far 
as possible~ Further, the last elements of the component 
sequences of abc and a(bc) are clearly the same, and this 
is also the last element of b(ac) since the indicated 
permutation does not affect the component sequence of c. 
The inductive cases are trivial, and it is merely noted 
that they preserve homogeneity and the guard. 
Fact 10 (corollary to Fact 8) 
Proof: 
If ( G' ,K', o ,>') is an ob extension of { G ,K, o ,> .,> 
then >v is a conservative extension of>, in the 
sense that if a>' b, and a,b EK, then a >b also. 
The stronger result can be proved, that every 
proof' of a>' b, for 2.,b EK, is carrj_ed out . enti.rely in 
the vocabulary of the old system K. The proof is by 
deductive induction on a proof of a>' b. All cases excep t 
for T. are trivial, and T. is easy. Suppose a>' b came 
by T. from a>' c and c >' b. Then by F act 8, c is homo-
geneous to a. and b, so c EK. 'rhen on inductive hypothesi.s 
the proofs to a>' c and c >' b are in the vocabulary of K , 
hence so i s this proof of a>' b. 
Finally~ the notion of compon ent . sequence enables an 
obvious but 1mportant fact to be made precise: 
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Fact 11 ( 3-property). If a> b, then the component 
sequence of a, and thus b by homogeneity, has at 
least three members, not necessarily distinct. 
Proof: By an obvious induction on length of proof of 
a> b. B. arid B'. require at least th.is length of component 
sequence; µ.,v. increase the length, and T. preserves it. 
Alternatively, a proof may be given by noting that 
if the component sequences of a and bare of length 2 or 1, 
then b is completely lefted, so, by Pact 7, a >b cannot h o l d . 
Properties of free BB'-relations of the kind indicated 
by Facts 6-11 are not hard to come by in a piecemeal way, 
but they are not always so easy to prove. For example, 
suppose A1 ... An E K is compete.ly lefted and A1 ... A >b. Y-1 J.-
Then bis of the form Bb 1 ... bm by Fact 5, and by the 
Homogeneity Fact I, B = A. for some i, 1 :5 i :5 n. An example 
l 
is A1 A2A3A4A5 >A 2 (A1A3 )A 4A5 = A2b 1b 2b 3 , say. Observation of 
such small examples suggests that if some of the b. 's are 
l 
generators, say b. = Ak 1 .) and b. = Ak(.), then l ,1 J J 
• +' l.i. -i < 1· 
..... '-' ' 
1 :5 i . ,j $ m, then k(i) < k(j)., 1 ~ k(i) ,k(j) ~ n. In general 
terms, +-he v '- suggestion is that free BB'-relations cannot 
destroy a given ordering except by the introduction of non-
lefted brackets. But how should this be proved? The next 
sub-section presents a more unified approach in terms of 
which questions like this can be answered. 
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3.2 Guarded Me r ges . 
An int e r pretation is now provided for the worlds of 
the free BB'-relation. This interpretation associates wi th 
each world a set of sequences of generators. For the 
completely lefted worlds, this will turn out to be the unit 
set of the component sequence of the world. F1or· other 
worlds, the sets of sequences associated with them will 
include the component sequences, and other sequences, defined 
with the help of a subsidiary notion, that of a guarded 
merge. 
The notion of a guarded merge of two sequences is a 
specialization of the notion of a merge of two sequences 
introduced by Belnap in his [1960], and found most readily 
in Entailment, § 7. 3. Anderson and Belnap give an • .p , in~ 0.:-ma..1. 
account of the idea: 
[A] sequence a is a merge of two sequences Sandy if 
a can be obtained from a single, simple, somewha t 
sloppy interJ.acing shuffle of B and y . . . such th3.t 
the constituents of each of 6 and y retain their 
internal ordering in the resultant sequence a . 
(p.57) 
A merge of two sequences is not unique, consequently the 
formal definition given in Entailment on p.58 sp eaks rathe r 
of the set of sequences which are merges of two given 
sequences: 
We may define the notion of a merge µ(a,S) as follows: 
µ(a,S) is the s malles t set such that 
( i ) [ a , S J c: µ ( ct t B ) , and 
(ii) if [a.1 ,A,B,a2J E 1-1([B 1 ,A, f32J , . [y1 , B,y2]) then 
[a1,B,A,a2J E µ([S1,A,B2J, [Y1,B,y2J) 
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Df: Guarded merge: If s 1 = A1 ... An and s 2 = B1 ~ .. Bm are 
sequences, then ,....-0 ,.., J·s 
.:, - v 1 ... v + -• m n a guarded me r ge of s 1 
and sr,_ provided (i) s E µ(s 1 ,s 2 ) and (ii) C = B . c. m+n m 
Thus the guarded merges of two sequences are those 
sequences among the merges in which the last element of the 
second sequence acts as a kind of buffer. The name is chosen 
because the situation is strongly reminiscent of the role of 
the "turnstile guard" yin the ticket restriction of the 
merge formulations of T~. and '11-+- - W (= P-W) in Entailment 
§7.3. 
To utilize the notion of a guarded merge in 
connection with sets of sequences, rather than single 
sequences, the operation o is defined: 
Df o: Where X and Y are sets of sequences of generators, 
then X oy is the set of sequences s such that :for some 
s1 EX and s 2 E Y, s is a guarded merge of s 1 and 
s 2 (in that order). 
Fact 12 Suppose SEQ is a set of sets of sequences of 
generators which is closed under the operation o. 
Then (SEQ o.c) where _c is set inclusion, is an 
' # - ' 
S-model structure. 
Proof: Since SEQ is defined to be closed under o, it 
remains to show thats satisfie s the S-model structure 
postulates. 
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ad B. Suppose X,Y,Z are sets of sequences in SEQ. Then 
(XoY)oZ f Xo(YoZ) has to be shown. Suppose s E (XoY)oZ. 
Then by definition of o there are sequences t and w such 
that t E XoY, WE Z and s is a guarded merge ( g m) of t 
and w. Similarly there are u EX, VEY, such that t is a 
gm of u and v. In the Enta-ilment terminology, 
S E µ(µ(u,v) ,w), so u,v,w are all in their original order 
s. Consider now the sequence s 1 formed by removing the 
sequence u from s. This sequence s 1 contains the members 
of the sequences v and w, and is a merge of v and w since 
the order of v and w is undisturbed. Further, s~ is a j_ 
guarded merge of v and w, since the last element of s, is 
.l.. 
the last element of s which is the last element of w. So 
s 1 E YoZ. Now replace the sequence u back in s 1 to form s 
once more. Then this is a - merge of u and s 1 , and it is 
guarded by the last element of w. Thus s E Xo (YoZ). 
ad B'. Suppose X,Y,Z are members of SEQ~ then 
(XoY)oZ f Yo(XoZ) has to be shown. Suppose s E (XoY) oz. 
Then there are sequences u,v,w as before, with 
s E 1-1(µ(u,v) ,w), ana the last element of s is the last 
element of w. Consider s 2 formed by omitting v from s. 
'l'hen s 2 is a gm of u and w. It is clearly a merge, and 
in 
it is guarded by the last element of w. Thus s 2 E XoZ. 
Now replace the members of v in s 2 to forms. Thuss is a 
merge of V a.nd S.,. 
c:.. 
And it is a guarded merge, guarded by 
the last eleme nt of w. Note that although v originally 
guarded u ins, so that the last element of v was after 
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every element in u, it is now possible to merge v i:i on the 
left of s 2 , past every member of u, which is now but a part 
of s 2 . So s E Yo(XoZ) also. 
ad µ. Suppose X s Y, then it has to be shovjn that ZoX £ ZoY. 
Suppose s E ZoX, then there are u E Z, v EX such that s is 
a gm of u and v. It follows from X ~ Y and v E X that 
v E Y, whences E ZoY as required. 
ad v. Suppose X ~ Y, then it has to be shown that XoZ ~ YoZ. 
Suppose s E XoZ, then s is a gm of some u E X and v E Z. 
So s is a 1 s o a gm of u c: Y and v E Z , i . e . , s E Yo Z • 
ad T. If X £ Y and Y £ Z, then X £ Z by transitivity of s . 
Df: GSEQ is the smallest set of sets of sequences of 
generators which contains the unit set of the unit 
sequence of A, for each A E G, and is closed under the 
guarded merge operation o. 
With the introduction of GSEQ the interpretation of 
free BB' -relat ions can be defined. Note that GSEQ satisf:i.es 
the require ments of Fact 12, so (GSEQ,o,~) is an S-ms. 
Df [ ]: [] is a function from K to GSEQ defined by: 
( i) 1.• f " K A E .. ' i s a generator (i.e. A E G), then 
[A] = { ( A)} • 
(ii) i f a= be, then [a]= [b]o[c]. 
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Re prese ntation Theorem 
Leth be a function (K, 0 ,>) to (GSEQ,o,s) which 
associates o with o, >withs, and is such that for 
each a EK, h(a) =[a]. Then h is a homomorphism on ° 
which preserves >, i.e. if a >b, then h(a) .s h(b). 
Proof: (l) h preserves o, for 
h(aob) - [aob] = [a]o[b] - h(a) 0 h(b) , 
by definition of [ ]. 
(2) The proof that h preserves> is by deductive 
induction on>. For the B. axiom, abc >a(bc), we have 
h(abc) = [abc] = ([a]o[b]) o [cJ by definition. Then 
([a] o [b])o[c] c [a] o ([b] o [c]) by Fact 12, and finally 
[a] o ( [b] o [c]) = [a] o [be] = [a(bc)] = h(a(bc)) · 
definition. The case for the B'. axiom is similar. For 
µ., suppose a> b and thus [a] .s [b J. Then 
[c] o [a]£;; [c] o [b] has to be shown for each c EK. This 
follows from Fact 12. The case for v. is similar. Finally 
T. follows by transitivity of s. 
The component sequence of a world a EK, defined in 
§3.l, is in g e neral one among the sequences in the 
repres e ntation of a, viz. [a]. For completely lefted world s, 
the nota t i on a l ambi gui t y, adop te d in § 3. l, between A1 ... An 
the comnle t el ,1u lefted world a n d A, ... A the comoonent 
I:" .1. n . 
h ~ . . . . p. +-. th d f. . .L-. f sequence , ·-as a cer vain Just J_:,. l ca ,., ion on e e · ini \., ion o 
[ ] , as the n e xt Fa ct shows . 
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Fact 13 {(A,, ... ,A. )} 
.l.. n 
Proof: By induction on n. For n = 1 the result is given by 
clause ( i) of Df [ J. For n = k + 1, by Df [ ] , 
on induct ive hypothesis 
= { ( Al' ... 'Ak+ 1 ) } by definition of o, 
recalling that the guarded merge operation buffers on the 
last element in the second sequence, which is in this case 
a single-membered sequence, so only one result is possible. 
However, in general, the representation [a] of 
a E K contains more than one sequence, and is not uni q u e , 
i.e. there are distinct 
shown by an example: 
a.,b EK where ra1 - · L ..J -
Example : Suppose A,B,C are generators. Then 
[b]. 
[A(BC)J = [A] o [BC] by definition of [] 
- { (A)} o { ( B, C ) } by Fact 13 . 
This is 
={(A,B,C), (B,A,C)} by definition of o. 
Also, 
[B(AC)] = [BJ o [AC] by definition [ J 
= { (B)} 6 { (A,C)} by Pact · 13 · 
= { { A,B,C ), ( B,A,C }} by definition of o. 
= [A(BC)] 
The next two Facts gener~llze Facts 8 and 9: 
Fact 14 
Proof: 
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(Homogeneity Fact II) 
If s 1 , s 2 E [a], then s 1 and s 2 a re homogeneous in 
that they are composed of t he same elements with 
the same multiplicity (i.e., s 1 and s 2 are 
permutations). 
By structural induction on a E K. If a= A is a 
generator, then the fact clearly holds, for then [a]= [A] 
has only one member. F'or a= be, [a] = [b J o [ c], and on 
inductive hypothesis all the sequences in [b] are 
homogeneous, and all the sequences in [c] are homogeneo us . 
To complete the proof, observe that the guarded merge 
operation does not take any elements from, or add any 
elements to, the component sequences. 
Fact 15 (Guard Fact II) 
If s 1 ,s 2 e [a], then s 1 and s 2 have the same last 
member. 
Proof: By str,uctura1 induction on a. e K. For a= A a 
generator, the fact is trivial. Por a= be, [a] = [b J o [ c J, 
and on inductive hypothes is all the sequences in [c] have 
t h e same last member , whence by definition of guarded merge 
so do all the sequences in [b J o [ c J. 
The Representation Theorem shows that if A1 ... An >b 
in particular, then [A1 ... An] s [b]. That is, g iven Fact 13 , 
(A .. ... A ) E [bl. Note also that if A~ . •• A = b, then it is J_ n - - 1.. n 
iIT1med ia te from Fae t l. 3 that ( A1 ... An) e [b]. It is 
convenient to introduce a relation> to combine these it wo 
_. 
c ases. 
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Df: The relat i on ~ is the reflexive relation generated 
by >. 
We observe without proof: 
Pac.t 16 ( . \ l; The rules µ. and 'V • hold for ~ . 
(ii) The rule T • holds for ~ in the following forms: 
(a) if a~b and b~c then a~c 
(b) if a~b and b >c then a>c 
( C) if a>b and b~c then a>c 
Now [ J is not a 1-1 function, as was shown by the 
Exampl e given above. However, a specialized converse to 
the Representation Tneorem can be proved. This is the 
subject of the next sub-section. 
3.3 Guarded Merge ~heorem 
If A1 ... An EK is completely lefted, 2.nd b EK, then 
r. A ...... ,., 
11.-J ••• ~ :::::::::-- D 
- n 
if and only if ( Al ... A ) E [b J 
. n 
Proof: The proof from left to right was noted just above 
as a consequence of the Representation Theorem and Fact 13. 
The proof from right to left is by structural 
induction on b. Reverting to the completely lefted notation 
for sequences, ·we have to prove: A1 ... An E [b J implies 
A ... ~b .., ••• 11. :;:::::,,," • 
.i n 
b ase case : Where b = B is a generator, then [BJ = {B}. ·Give n 
that A J • • • A E { B } , it i s c le ar) that n = 1 and A 1 = B . So - n 
i.e. , A ., ~b, as required. 
l. 
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inductive c a se: Suppose that b = cd if, comp lex. Then 
[b J = [ c J o [ d J. The supposition of the cas e is t hen that 
A1 ... An E [c] o [d]. By the definition s of o and [ J, it 
follows that there are sequences of generators, c1 ... Ck 
and Dl ... Dm say' such that cl ... ck E [c]' Dl .. ~Dm E [d]' and 
A1 ... An is a guarded merge of c1 ... Ck and D1 ... Dm. Thus on 
inductive hypothesis, since c,d are structurally less 
complex than b = cd, we have 
1. c1 ... ck~c 
2. D1 . .. D ~ d . m 
Suppose, what has not so far been proved, that 
then the proof proceeds as follows: 
1.l cl ... Ck(Dl ... Drn) ~c(D1···Drn), by \) . on 1. .. 
5. c ( DJ ... D ) ~ cd 
' 
by µ. on 2 . 
. rn 
6. c1 ... Ck(D1 ... Drn) ~cd, by l. on 4. ' 5 . 
7 . A1 ... An~ cd ' by l. on 3. ' 6. 
which establishes the case, providing that 3. can be prove d . 
Thj.s is done by a subsidiary induction on the l e ngth of the 
sequence A1 ... An. The sit uatio n t o t h i s s t a ge i s as 
follows: A1 ... An is a guarded merge of c1 ... Ck and D1 ... Dm , 
which we wrlte 
A1 .. . A E [C 1 •.. Ck] o [D-. ..• D ] n L m 
Furthe r, by the c onditions of the . maJ .. n i n d u c ti v e case we a r e 
in, k ~ 1 and rn ?. l . Ara1 i"~1-ally .• l .L .J. l , .... .L ... ' b y t h e ·conditions o n [ J 
a n d o, n = k +m , and An = Dm. 
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The base case of the subsidiary induction is thus 
where n = 2. In this case we have A1 A2 E [C 1 ] o [D1 J, so 
A1A2 = c1D1 , i.e. A1A2 ~c 1n1 , which establishes 3 .. 
For the :i.nducti ve case n > 2, we observe j__mmediately 
that if m == 1 in thl.s case then the hypothesis is 
again establishes 3 .. So we can assume that m 2:: 2. Now 
consider the sequence A1 ... An-l· Since 
A1 ... An E [ c1 ... Ck] o [D1 ... Dm J, the sequence A1 ... An-l is 
certainly a merge of c1 ... Ck and D1 ... Dm-l' noting that 
A = D and m - 1 ~ l. Further, the last element of 
n m 
A1 ••• A , , viz. A 1 , must be, by definition of a merge, ..... n--...1.. n-
either Dm-l or Ck. So, either A1 ... An-l is a guarded merge 
of c1 ... Ck and D1 ... Dm-l' or A1 ... An-l is a guarded merge of 
D1 ... Dm-l and c1 ... Ck. The inductive hypothesi~ now ensures 
that either 
8. A1 ... A l ~Cl ... C. ( D1 ... D l) n- K m-
or 
9. Al ... .. ~. 1 ;?:Dl ... D , (C, ••• C1 - ) 
n- m-~ ~ K 
We deal with 8. first. Recall that A = D . 
n m 
lOa. Al ... A lA ~cl ... cl (Dl ... D l)D 8., v. n- n _ {. m- rn 
lJ.a. c 1 ... ck (D 1 ... Dm_ 1 )Dm>c 1 ... ck(D1 ... Dm) by B. 
12a. Al ... An >cl ... Ck(Dl ... Dm) lOa. ,lla. )T •• 
Now for 9., 
10b. Al •.• A_ ,A ~D- .•. D l(Cl ... cl )D 9,v. n-_ n L m- _ K rn 
llb. D1 . _ .. Dm-l.(c1 ... Ck)Dm>c 1 ... Ck(D1 .. ·.Dm) by B'. 
12 b • A ~ . • . A > C , . . . C . ( D l • . . D ) 10 b • , 11 b . , T • • . 
~ n ~ K m 
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Finally, each of 12a., 12b. implie s 3. by ~efin1.ti on of~' 
and this comp lete s the proof of the subsidiary indu c tion and 
the main induction. 
Comment: The form of the proof for the statement 3. as given 
here was suggested by R.K. Meyer. Originally the proof for 
3. was by means of an algorithmic-type construction. This 
construction is given in Appendix B, along with a small 
computer program written in Pascal, due to P. Pritchard., 
which computes the proof, · for n $ 2 6, of 
A1 ... A > C, .•. Ck (D 1 ... D ) , where this dis,j unct of 3. holds. n .1. _... m 
Df: Suppose that A1 ... An is a sequence of generators. Then 
the sequence A .... A. of generators is a subsequen~e 
ll lk 
of A1 ... An provided 1 ::; i 1 < ••• < ik ::; n. 
Note that in general, if A1 ... A is a guarded merge (or even . n 
a merge) of two sequences C ...... C, , D1 ... D , then those l. K Ill 
sequences ar•e subsequences of A1 •.. An. 
Corollary I (Mediating Corollary) 
Suppose A1 ... A ~b, where b has the fo:rm b 1 ... b . n m 
Then there are completely lefted worlds (and thus 
* * sequences) t 1 , ... ,b where m 
* (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
bi E [bi J for each i, l 5 i s m 
* each b., 
l 
1 ::;: i ~ m, 
* ,,. 
A1 ... A ~b, ~ •. b .. n _L m 
* ~ 
bl ... b·· >bl ... b 
m m 
is a subsequenc e of A1 ••• A 
..l.. n 
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* Proof: By induction on m. If m=l the n choose b_ =A1 . .. A. .l , n 
The r esults (i) - (iv) follow Jmmediately fr·om the Guarde d 
Merge (G.M.) Theorem . 
For the inductive step, suppose m > 1. By the G. M. 
Theorem, since A1 ... An ~bl ... bm' it follows that 
A1 ... An E [b 1 ... bm] = [b 1 ... bm_ 1 J o [brn]. Thus there are 
sequences s 1 and s 2 , where s 1 E [b 1 ... bm_ 1 J, s 2 E [bm], and 
A1 ... An is a guarded merge of s 1 and s 2 . We can suppose 
that s 1 =Ai ... Ak' obtained by removing the sequence s 2 from 
A1 ... An. Then A1 ... Ak E [b 1 ... bm-.1 J, and so it fol-low s 
by the G. M. Theorem that Ai ... Ak ~ b 1 ••• bm-l. Then, on 
inductive hypothesis, there are completely lefted worlds 
* * b 1 ., ... , bm-l satisfyJng ( i) - (iv) with respect to the 
* 
sequence A1 ... Ak. Now choose bm == s 2 • It is now claimed 
* * that b 1 , ... ,bm satisfy (i) - (iv) with respect to A1 ... An. 
For (i), we have on inductive hypothesis 
* * * b 1 E [b 1 ], ... ,b 1 i:: [b 1 ], and b E [b J as just chosen. m- m- m m 
For (ii), first note that "subsequence" is a 
* transitive relation, so each b., for 1 ~ i ~ m-1, a 
l 
subsequence of Ai ... A~, is also a subsequence of A1 ... An. 
* And bm = s 2 is a subsequence of A1 ... An by definition . }., c···\ h • or l l l,, , we . ave that 
* * A1 ... An E [A1 ... Ak) o [bm] = [A1 ... Akbm] by definition, so by 
the G. M. Theorem , 
* A1 ... A ~ A1' ... Ak~bm n ··-
Now on induct1ve hypothe si ,=>, * * A~ • . . l\,' ?- b..., •.. b ..L-, 
i K L m-
~Q b'<T 'J 
..... . 1 J • ' 
* A1' •.. Ak'b :r m 
'T" 
* * * ~ b b b 1 . . . 1 ' m- m 
and then by 
L • ' 
* * Al ... An ~ b 1 •.. bm . 
* Finally, to prove (iv), we note that bm E [bm] by 
* defini. tion, so by the G. M. rrheorem, b ~ b • Then by µ. , 
m m 
* bl ... b lb ~ bl ... b lb . m- m m- m 
* * 
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Also on inductive hypothesis, b 1 ... bm-l ~ b 1 ... bm-l' so by 
\) . ' 
* * * bl ... b ,b 
. m-...._ m 
* ~ b 1 · .. b lb . m- m 
Whence, by T., 
* * b b 2' b . d 1 ... ~ o, ... , as require . m .1. .m 
Remarks on the corollary 
(1) The properties (iii) and (iv) provide together 
the mediating part of the corollary. We may note in passing 
that this provides a means of normalizing proofs of 
A1 ... A >bl ... b : n m 
* ·* 
'"'" . t bl" h 1 2b , 2 b r ir s 1:; es · a is o 1 ~ 1 ..... , o 9' ~ m m as 
subsidiary proofs, then c ombine these using (iii) and (iv) 
into the main proof. 
(2) Application s of the corollary to A1 ..• A >b . n 
require that some analysts b 1 ... b of b be fixed upon, but m 
the corollary applies to all such analyses. 
( 3) In general , the b. will have a complicated 
l 
l• n+- :::.rn,... 1 +-rL1 ct 11 r1e J \..' 1 ... . - C-.l. .J... i:j :.., ~ • ~ , - ' with lots of non - lefted brackets, and 
members of A 1 ••• A.Y' alJ. jumbled up . The process of passing 
...l.. l.!. 
* to the '-· sim1-- 1-;+>i~s u . _  _; .~ ...... .J.. __ e 
l 
this structure; it will be called 
Tl ~ . . • 'T r e 1-a.xa.1.: J.o n · . 
Coro llary II ( Alphabe tical Coro l lary ) 
Suppose A1 ... An> b 1 ... bm' and that for some i,j, 
l $ i < j s m, b. and b. are generators. Then b.b. 
l J l J 
is a sub seq ue nce of A1 ... An. 
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Proof: A 1 • • .. A E [ b 1 . . . b ] b y the G . M . Theo re rn , s o b . = A, ,. ( ~ 1 ~ n m i !"~ ..L ~ 
and bj = Ak(j) for some k{i), k(.j), where 1 s k(i) s n and 
1 s k(j) ~ n. It remains to show that k(i) < k(j). 
Consider the seauences in rb 1 ... b.]. Each such - - l 
sequenc e , by the Guard Fact _II, has the same last member, 
and this member is Ak(i)' since [b 1 ... b 1 ] = [b, ... b~ 1 ]o[b.] . J. .i.. -....1... l 
Similarly , every sequence in [b 1 ... b .... b.] l J has A k( j) as 
last memb er. B t .., . [b , b 1 -u . a1.so every sequence in 1 ... oi .... j-' -
[b 1 ... bi] o [bi+l] o ... o [bj] has some sequence in [b 1 ... bi] 
as a subsequence. So Ak(i) precedes Ak(j) in every sequenc e 
in [b, ... b .... b.]. 
J... l J 
Finally, every sequence in [b 1 ... b ] = m 
[b 1 ... b.] o [b.-+ 1 Jo ... o [b ], in particular A1 ... An' has J J ._ m 
some sequence in [b 1 ... b.] as a subsequence, so Ak(~\ . J ' ,._ ...I . / 
precedes Ak(j) in A1 ... An' i.e. k(i) < k(j) and Ak(i)Ak(j) 
is a subseouence cf A1 . .. A - n. 
Remark This corolla~y answers the conjecture at the end 
of §3.1. 
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4. AL'I1ERNATIVE VALUA.TIOiJS ON CMS 
In this section we return to S-models, and consider 
in particular valuations and interpretations on the CMS, 
alternative but related to the canonical interpre tat ion of 
§2 used for completeness. 
The CMS is defined independently of the canonical 
interpretation, and so, notionally, different valuations 
may be defined on it. These valuations, provided they are 
proper and the condition T~ is respected, will produce 
different interpretations. Each such combination of CMS and 
a valuation produces an S-model, and so, as the soundness 
theorem assures us, all theorems of Swill be strictly 
verified, and all theorems of P-W verified, therein. For 
exarnpJ.e, a valuation which set v(a.,p) = + 1 for every 8. E IL 
produces an S-model, as does the valuation v(a,p) = - 1 for 
every a E IL. But note that the function v which sets 
v(a,p) = 0 everywhere does not produce a proper valuation, 
since Hp is not then respected. 
- For this section the general conventions of §1 and 
§2 are retained; in particular the notation (a,A) is used 
for the canonical interpretation and no other. Also, the 
GeneraJ.i zed T+ condit i on of §J . • l and the Coding Fact of 
§2.4 are used here. They are stat e d again for convenience: 
Generaliied T+condition : For any S-model with interpretation 
f'unct i on I, and any form-u .. la A == A..,-+ . •.. -+.A +p , 
J.. n 
I(c1.,A.) = (x1 ) ... (x ) (I(x1 ,A.1 )A •• • AI(x 1 ,A ) => I(ax1 ••. x , p)) n _ ~ n _ n 
Cod ing Fact : For t h e canonic a l model , 
(a,A1 -+ •••• -+.A -+B) 11 
• 
• 
= ( aA1 ... An, B) 
4.1 The P-W valuation . 
. -
-+.A -+B) n . 
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Suppose an alternative valuation v' on the CMS is 
such that v' (a,p) = + 1 whenever the canonical valuat i o n has 
(a, p) ~ 0, and v' (a, p) -= - 1 when (a,p) = - l. Then it t urns 
out tha t th e interpre t ation of all formulas f o llows t h e 
prescrip t ion of the va lu~tion for p, as the following Fact 
shows. 
Fact 17 Let v' be def i ned on the CMS by the conditions 
(a) If (a,p) 2:: 0 then v' (a,p) = + l 
(b) If (a,p) = -1 then v' (a.,p) = - l 
Then 
( . ) l. v' is proper, and 
(ii) the inte r p r etation I' ba s e d on v' i s such that 
Proof : 
(c) (a, A ) ~ 0 the n I' (a, A) = + 1 
(d) If (a,A) = - 1 then I' (a,A) = - 1 
Fo r 
.,.. f' l. _ 
( . ) 
\ l ' we h ave to s h ow t ha t 
a>b, t hen v 1 (b , p ) <v '( a , p ) , 
so suppose a > b . Now if' v ' ( b , p ) = - l the r e is no th i n g to 
prove , and tbe cas e v' (b ,p ) -= 0 clearly doe s not a r i s e , so 
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only the case v '( b , p ) = +l r emain s . I n t hi s cas e we must 
have (b, p ) ~ 0 , sinc e (b, p ) = -1 would l e ad t o cont r a -
diction. Now , s ince a> b, the canonica l mode l has 
(b,p) < (a,p), so it follows that (a,p) = +l, and then by 
(a) that v'(a,p) = +l. So v'(b,p) < v'(a,p), as required. 
For (ii), the proof is by induction on the 
structure of A. The base case, where A= p, is given 
by de f inition of v'. For the inductive step, suppose 
A= B ~ C. On inductive hypothesis, (c) and (d) are 
true for Band Cat every x E IL. Note first that I' 
will at least follow v' in being (classically) two-
valued throughout, for the func.tions =>, ", V, and 3 cannot 
/ 
take the value O unless some argument to the function 
takes the value 0. Note also that whenever the con d i t i on s 
(c) and (d) hold, so do their converses, since the 
antecedents of (c), (d), are exhaustive possibilities, 
and the conseq uents are exclusive possibilities. 
The condition (d) is proved first. Suppose 
(a,B~c) = -1. Also (a,B~c) = (aB,C) by the Coding Fact. 
So I'(aB,C) = -1 on inductive hypothesis. Also 
(B,B) ~ 0 as usual, whence, on inductive hypo thesis, 
I'(B,B) = +l. Now 
I'(a,B4 C) - (x)(I'(x,B) ~ I'(ax,C)) 
s I ' ( B , B ) ~ I ' ( aB , C ) , 
= - 1 ' 
so I'(a,B~c ) = -1, as r equire d. 
Now· we take up t h e case ( a , B-+C) 2:: 0 , an d s uppo se for 
rec:ucti o that I ' ( a , B~c) s O. Howe ve r , I ' ( a , B-+C ) ca nno t be 0 
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since as r e ma r k ed, 0 do e s not occur as a v a lue for I'. So 
I'(a,B-+C) ==-1, and so there exists an XEIL such t hat 
I' (x,B) = +l and I' (ax,C) = -1. Applying the converses of 
(c) and (d) on inductive hypothesis, (x,B) ~ 0 and 
(ax, C) = -1. Then ( ( x, B) => (ax, C)) = -1 for some x E IL, 
which, by T +, contradicts the assumption that (a, R+C) ~ 0 . 
. Given Fact 17, the model defined on the CMS with 
the valuation v' may be called the P-W canonical model, 
since it suffices for P-W completeness (though not for 
completeness for S, since A+A is strictly verified in this 
model): Suppose -I P-W A+B. Then -IS A+B and At B. So 
(A,B) = -1. We already have (A,A) ~ 0, so it follows by 
Fact 17 that I' (A,A) = +l and I' (A,B) = -1, whence A-+B is 
not verified in the P-W canonical model, whence =lp_wA-+B. 
The P-W model exhibited here is one of a class of 
S-models which lack the value O in their interpretation 
functions. These models, call them special S-ffiodels, are 
classically two-valued in their truti1-conditions, and the 
d . -l • t. ,.__ is c J.nc ion between strict verification and verification 
collapses in them. It is easy to show that the theorems of 
P-W are just t he formulas which are strictly verified in all. 
special S-mode ls. For, the soundness proof of §1.2 still 
appli es , a nd the completeness pro o f was just given above. 
There are thus t wo ways to distinguish S a nd 
semanti ca l l y: by prefe rring s t rict verification to 
D Tr 
l. -h 
·r· .1.- · veri i c a,,, i on, a s we h a v e done, or by moving fr om th e class 
of all S-mode l s t o the special S-model s. 
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4.2 Reduced valuations . 
The P-W model of §4.1 is an example (prob ably the 
only interesting one!) of an alternative valuation on the 
CMS which increased some values of pat selected worlds, 
and otherwise left them untouche d. Fact 17 shows that this 
property was transmitted to more complex formul as . Consider 
now an alternative valuation on the CMS which possibly 
reduc e s the value of pat selected worlds. Under certain 
conditions the transmission of this property is preserved. 
Fact 18 has the details: · 
Fact 18 (Reduced Valuations Fact) 
Suppose v' is an alternative valuation on the CMS, 
which is both proper, and reducing in the sense that 
v'(a,p)~(a,p) for each aEIL. Then 
I' (a,A) ~ (a,A) 
for each A = A1 -+. . .. -+. An -+p such that I' (A. , A. ) ~ 0, l l 
1 < • < _ 1 _ n. 
Proof: We write (b,E)' for I'(b~B) for convenience of 
presenta t ion. 
By the Generalized T condition, 
+ 
(a,P_)' = (x1 ) ... (x )( (x 1 ,A1 )'A ..• A(x ,A )'=?(ax1 ... x , p )') n - n n n 
Since ea.ch (A . ,A.)' ::::: 0, l ,l . 1 < .: < - ..l.. ..., n ' · ~, a ·t· oy 0ne con 1 ions of the 
Fact, their fusion by " is also ~ 0 . rrhen inspection of 
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the =? - table shows that 
(Al, Al) /\ ... A (An, An) ' ==> ( aA1 ... An, p ) ' ~ ( aA1 ... An, p ) ' 
~ ( aA1 ... An, p ) , 
this last because the valuation v' is reducing . So, 
But by the Coding Fact, 
= (a,A) 
So (a,A)' ~ (a,A), as required. 
5. POWERS' CONJECTURE. 
The equivalence of Powers' conjecture for S, and 
the P-W problem , has already been discussed in §0. 
conjecture :i.s now established :i.n Theorems 1-3 below. 
Powers' 
As a preliminary , an imoortant strategic technique 
is given by the next fact . 
Fae t !__2_ ( Neuterfy ing Fae t ) 
Suppose there is an S-model M = (K, 0 ,>,v> and a 
formul a A EL such that I M(a , J'd = 0 for some a E K . 
.. ---
Then A~A is not a theorem of S . 
(remark: the ntruth- val ues n + 1 , 0, -· J. of the Sug ihara chain 
are ofte n i dentifi e d heur istic a lly as true , neut e r , false) 
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Proof: By the soundness lemma of §1.2, a11 theorems of S 
~ · tl r·.p·~~ · 1vr are s vric --Y ve_ lJ. le:Cl in 1'1. However, 
so A-+A is not strictly verified in M, so A-+A is not a 
theorem of S. 
5 .1 Theorem 1 -I~ A-+A for every A. 
u 
Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of formulas 
A E L. The cases are established in separate theorems which 
follow below. The base case must establish that -l S p~·p, and 
this is Theorem 2. The inductive step establishes -IS A+A 
on the inductive hypothesls -IS B-+B for every B shorter than 
A, and this is Theorem 3. 
The general conventions of §§1-4 are retained. In 
particular (a,A) = CI(a,A) as usual. 
5.2 Theorem 2 
Proof : This theorem has already been established in §0.5(c); 
however the proof given here is illustrative of the genera]. 
strategy employed in Theorem 3. 
Define a valuation v on the CMS by setting v(p,p) = O, 
and v(a,p) = (a,p) otherwise . (Since (p,p) 2': 0 in the canonical 
model by d e fini tion, the valuation vis in fact a reducing 
valuat ion in the sense of §4.2, thcugh no particular use is 
made of thi.s) . 
The valuation · v is proper, since by Fact 11, the 
3-property , the world pis in neither the left nor the 
right field of the relation>, and so • +' l.i. a>b then 
v(b,p) = (b,p) < (a, p ) = v(a,p) by the completeness 
arguments . 
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The conditions of Fact 19 are now satisfied by the 
mode 1 M = < IL, o , >, v ) , since IM ( p, p) = v ( p, p) = 0. Thus 
-Is p-+p. 
5. 3 'I'heorem 3 Suppose -IS B-+B for every formula B shorter 
than a given formula A! p. 
Then -IS A-+A. 
Proof: The proof proceeds, as in Theorem 2, by constructing 
a mode l based on the CMS, in which A takes the value Oat 
some world. This world will be chosen to be the formula A. 
First note that (A,A) ~ 0 in CM. Now let the form 
of A as guaranteed by Fact 1 be A1+ •••. -+.An-+p, where 
n ~ l since A Ip. By the Coding Fact, (A,A) = (AA 1 ... An_,p) ~ 0. 
Now define a valuation v' on the CMS as follows: 
Df v' 
., 
(ii) for every b E IL such that AA, ... A >b, set 
..L n 
v'(b,p) =- 1 
(iii) v' (a,p) = ( a , p ) otherwise 
notation : we write (x,p) T for v'(x,p), and likewise when 
v' is ext ended to an in terpr~tati on . 
The world AA 1 ... A will be called the keu world, n - ~ 
and generally AA 1 ... An and the memb e rs of the set 
{b: AA 1 ... An >b} are called altered worlds. Notice that 
if a is altered, and a> b, then b also is altered. For 
if a = AA 1 . ~ . An thj_s is immediate, and if' AA1 ... An> a, 
then AA 1 ... An> b also by T • 
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The valuation v' is proper, as is now established. 
It is supposed that a> b; then we have to show that 
(b,p)' < Ca:p)'. There are two cases. First suppose that 
bis not altered. Then a cannot be an altered world 
either, so (b,p)' = (b,p), and (a,p)' = (a,p), and we have 
(b,p) < (a,p) by the H. lemma of the completeness argument. 
For the second case, suppose bis an altered world. Since 
it stands in the right field of>, by Fact 7 of §3.1 the 
world b cannot be a completely lefted world, sob is not 
the key world. Thus by clause (ii) of the definition of 
v', (b,p)' = -1. So (b,p)' < (a,p)' automatically. 
Since v' is proper, it can be extended to an inter-
pretation function giving a model. The object of the rest 
of the proof is to show that (A,A)' = 0 in this model. The 
main ingredient will be the fact that v' as defined is a 
reducing valuation in the sense of §4.2. That this is so, 
is checked by cases. For the key world, (AA 1 ... An,p) 
1 
= 0 
and (AA 1 ... An,p) ~ O, so (AA1 •.. An,p)' $ (AA 1 ••. An,p). For 
other altere d worlds b, ( b ,P) ' = -1, so certainly 
(b,p) t $ (b,p). And for non-altered worlds a E IL, (a,p)' = 
(a,p), an d hence (a,p)' $ (H,p). 
The hypothe sls of the Theorem is that -lsB·+-B for 
every formu la B shorter than A. Consequently, (B,B) = O 
for each such B, and this includes every p roper subformula 
of A. We now wish to establish that (Ai ,A1 )' = 0 for each 
. 1 < • < i, -l-n . This will be a consequence of the following 
preservation lemma, the proof of which will occupy us for 
the next rew pages. 
Preservation Lemma: (B,B)' = 0 for every proper subformu1 a. 
B of A. 
Proof': By induction on the length of B. 
bas e case B is p. Now p E IL · Js not an altered 
wcrld, since AA1 ... An >p cannot occur by Fact 7, and 
P "I- AA1 ••. A since A I- p and thus n ~ 1. n So ( p, p) ' = ( p, p) = 0 . 
as required. 
inducti_ve step Suppose B = B1 -),- .... ~.Bm-),-p and mt- 0. 
We have the inductive hypothesis that (Bi,Bi)' = (B1 ,B1 ) = 0 
fer 1::; ism. Then the condj_tions of the Reduced. Valuations 
F1 a c t are sat is fie d as regards B , so ( B , B ) ' 5 ( B , B ) , i . e . , 
(:S,B)' ::; 0. The proof o.f the Lemma can now be completed. by 
showing ( B ,B)' t- - 1, ·wh ich is done by reductio. 
Suppos e for r' educ t i c that ( B , B ) ' = - 1 . By the 
Generali zed T Fact, it follows that 
->-
( ') (• ) I ( r P, 
0
) f ( - B ) ? ~ ( B ) f ) = X l . . . X . ~ X 1 , ...., l A ••• /\ , X 1 , X J •.• X , p 
_ m .... n. m _ m 
1 
- ..1.. • 
B h . f"' • t ' -- t "L. .... 1, +-h . th ... y C_iOlCe o:i. l .ns an1.;iavOr'S , lG I o_..1...0WS VJ. at. ere exist 
b 1 , .•• , b E IL so that there ts a counterexample, i.e., 
-· m 
( a ) ((bl,Bl)tr,, ... A(b , B )' =", (Bbl ... b ; p) ') =-1 
__ m m . m 
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Our object now is to show that this alleged counterexamp l e 
does not exist. First , each of the antecedents of (a), 
viz., each (b.,B.)', 1Si$m, is such that (b.,B.)'s(b., B.). 
l l l l l l 
This result follows imrne diately from the fact that v r is 
reducing, if B. is p. 
l 
Otherwise, B. has the form 
l 
B
1
. 1 -+ •••• -+. B. , +p, m' -/- 0, and each of the B .. , l $ j s m', is lffi lJ 
a proper subformula of A, so on inductive hypothesis each 
( B . . , B . . ) ' = 0 , i:~1 hence the Reduced Va 1 u at ions Fact give s the 
lJ lJ 
result (b. ,B.)' s (b-i ,B . ). There are now two cases: l l ..,_ l 
case 1 Bh 1 ... b is not an altered world. Then m 
(Bb 1 ... b ,p)' = (Bb 1 ... b ,p). Now since (b.,B.)' s (b.,B.) m m 1 1 1 1 
as just established, we have by the A and~ tables, 
(b1,B1)'A ... A(b ,B )' $ (bl,Bl)A ... A(b ,B) 
m m m m 
(A-table) , 
and so 
~ (bl , Bl) ' " ... A ( b . , B ) ' ~ (Bbl ... b , p) 
rn m m 
(=>-table) . 
That is, since (Bb 1 ... b ,p) = (Bb 1 ... b ,n)' rn m ,. on the conditions 
of the case, 
(bl, Bl) A ••• /\ ( b , B . ) :-~ ( Bb 1 ••• b . , p) m m .J.. m 
~ ( b l , Bl ) ' " . . . ;\ r b , B ) ' =? ( B b l . . . b , p ) ' . 
rn m m 
Now, in CM, 
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(B,B) -· 0 
Combining these two results, 
0 $ (bl' B1 ) '" ... " ( b , B ) ' ~ (Bbl ... b , p) ! , m rn m 
which contradicts (a). 
case 2 Bb 1 ... bm is an altered world. Now Bis a proper 
sub formul a of A, so A t- B, and so AA1 ... An f: Bb 1 ... bm. Thus 
Bb 1 ... b is an altered world, not the key world. m 
Accordlngly (Bb 1 ... bm ,P)' = -1 and AA1 ... A >Bbl ... b . n m 
By (a), and the fact that (b.,B.)' $ (b.,B.), it follows 
l l l l 
that (b. , EL ) ~ 0, for each 1 $ i $ m. 
l l 
We now appeal to the Mediating Corollary to the 
Guarded Merge Theorem of §3.3. By this Corollary, since 
A.A 1 ••• A >BbJ •.. b, the worlds B,b.1.,, ... ,bm may be relaxed ~ n _ m 
to complete ly lefted worlds (and thus sequences) 
such that * n L I 
* * 
* * [BJ b r, J ·b rb ' E , l € LO] , ••• , . EL J. 
. m m 
Clearly B = B. For the b., l ~ i $ m, 
l 
we then have by the 
* * Guarded Merge The orem , b. >b., or b. = b. . Then by the 
l l l l 
hereditary condition if necessary, since (b. ,B.) ~ 0, it 
l l . 
* follo ws that (bi, Bi) ~ 0 for each i, 1 $ i ~ m. Finally, 
* the bi are al l sub se que nc es of AA1 ... An. 
Now the A. in AA1 ... A are all prooer subformulas i n -
of A, sinc e A= A1-:.- .... +.An-,..~ , and ac c ordingly A occurs in 
the s equence AA1 ... An only once, and hen ce by the 
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Homogeneity Fact T A occurs only once in Bb _ . . . b . Since ~ ' 
.l m 
B t- A, there must be just one b . ' 1 < . < __ i _ m, say b . ' in which l J 
* A occurs . Now b . is a s ub sequen c e o f AA , ••• i\. 
n' 
so 
J J_ 
* fo llows that A is at the head of the sequence b .. 
J 
* t h i s, b . may be supposed to b e of the f orm 
J 
i t 
Given 
wher e k :/0, since o therwi se Bb 1 ... b =Bb 1 ... b. 1 A b., 1 ... b, m J- JT m 
whi ch is impos s ible by the Al phab e tica l Corollary to t h e 
Gua r ded Merge Theorem , rec al l ing that B is some A .. 
l 
The po i nt of a l l t h i s is t o establish tha t 
* ( b . , B . ) = ( AA . l • . . A . k , B . ) ~ 0 , 
J J J J J 
wh ic h gives by the Co ding Fact t ha t (A,Aj 1 + •• • • -+.Ajk-+Bj) >- 0 , 
kt- 0. 
Now the formula Aj 1 -+. . .. -+.A. k-+B. is sho rte r t han A. J J 
For , AA . 1 ... A. k i s a s ubsequence o f AA1 ... A a nd hence J J - n 
Aj 1 ... Aj k i s a subsequenc e of A1 ... An. Moreover it i s a 
p r oper subs equence since B is some A., and t h e par ticular 
l 
occurrence of Bas the leading e l ement in Bb 1 ... b i s not in m 
a ny b ., 1 $ i $ m, and hence not in b. · in pa rticul ar . 
l J 
Fur thermore , B. is a proper part of B. Th u s 
J 
A . 1 -+ ••.. -~. A . 1 +B . cannot have as many oc currences of arrows J . J .i:C J 
a s A1 -+ .... -+ . A -+p . n 
Let A . 1 -+ • • • • ->· • A . . ->-B . == F • 'l1 hen i t h a s b e en J J K J 
established so far that (A , F) ~ 0, and At- F . By definition 
o f the canonical model , then , ( A, F) = + 1 , · and so 1-s A-+F . 
WF 
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The Pause that Refreshes: A remark of R.K. Meyer: The 
direction of the proof at this stage is bes t summed up in 
some remarks by Meyer quoted from his reconstruction of the 
proof: 
Let us reflect on what it would be like if F~A was 
also a theorem of S. It would be bad, bad, bad, at 
least from the point of view of the consistency of 
the set of hypotheses we are presently entertaining. 
For then, by transitivity of~, F~F would be a 
theorem of S. But, as we just got through verifying , 
Fis shorter than A. And this would mean that our 
main inductive hypothesis, that c~c is a non-theorem 
of S for all C shorter than A would be contradicted. 
Reversing our field, the outcome of all that 
would be good, good, good. For a contradiction would 
make untenable in particular the claim that (B,B)' ;-:; - 1, 
which we wish to be untenable in order to complete our 
proof. 
Accordingly, attention is now directed towards showing that 
~ 3 F~A also, under the present hypotheses. The crucial 
* hypotheses are that the bi result from Bb 1 ... bm by 
. * * 
relaxation, and that (b. ,B.) ~ 0, in particular (b. JB.) ~ 0. 
. l l J J 
Part (iii) of the Mediating Corollary also ensures that 
* * * * AA1 .•• A > Bb 1 ••• b or A.A. 1 ••• A = Bbl. o • b • However, A t B n ~ m n m 
by hypothesis of the Theorem, so 
* * Thus AA 1 ... A. >Bb 1 ... b. n m 
Consider now a transform ton worlds which simolv reolaces 
- ., 4 
A by F wherever it occurs. Since the relation > is a 
BB'-rel2tion in the free struc ture CMS, such a 
substitution eviden tl y .......... pPeserves /. Thus 
t / * * * t ( AA1 ... A ) > , Bb J ••• b .... b ) n _ lJ m 
That is, 
FA, ••• A 
.J.. n 
* * t * > Bb, ... (b.) ... b , 
.J.. J m 
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since A occurs only once in AA1 ... An' at the indicated place , 
* * * * * t and once in Bb 1 ... bj ... bm' at the head of bj. So (bj) is 
PA. 1 ... A.k. J J 
* * t * Now consider t he evaluation of pat Bb, ... (b.) ... b . 
J.. J m 
Accordin g to the canonical interpretation, 
* * t * (Bbl ... ( b . ) ... b , p) = 
J m 
* * t ( 8Y1 ) ... ( 8Y ) ( ( B, Y., -+ • • •• -+. Y -+p) A (bl , Y1 ) A ••• A ( ( b . ) , Yi ) A m 1.. m J v 
* 
. . . " Cb y ~) m' m1 
which is~ the value of 
* * ~ * ( B' B, -+ • • •• -+. B ->-D) /\ (bl' Bl) " ... " ( ( b J. ) \., 'B . ) " ... A ( b 'B ) 
J . m~ J mm 
which is ~ 0, since every conjunct is ~ 0, as we now 
es 4 - ,....·o , i sh · L V(1 .L- • ( B B ),- · B >-p ) - ( P. B ) > O by a~ e T,. . . .J....; n it· i on o f , ' ., - •••• ·-r. n,- - .w' - - - -
* CM; (b.,B.) 
l l 
> nu 
- ' 
..L • 
as was established at the beginning 
~~ J..... 
of thi.s case; and ( ( b . ') 0 , B . ) = ( FA . 1 .•• .l'l • k B . ) = ( F , F) , J ' J J J ' J 
b y the Coding Fact , = 0 on hypothesis of the Theorem. Thus 
* * +- * (Bb 1 ... (b~) v ••• b ,p) ~ 0. So by the hereditary condition J m 
in CM, (FA, ... A , n ) = +l. 
. J_ n ... Finally, by the Coding Fact, 
this means that (F.,A 1 + ..•• ->-.A11-+p) = + 1, i.e. ( F ,A) = + 1, 
i . e . I- ,.., P->-A • 
0 
Now 1-s A-4-F and 1-s P-+A contradj_c t , as per Meyer ' s 
remarks, the conditions of case 2, which establishe s the 
Preservation Lemma. 
The main proof of Theorem 3 can now be continued . 
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Since by the Preservation Lemma, (B,B)' = 0 for.., every proper 
subformula of A, in particular this is true for the 
antecedent parts A1 , ... ,An of A. Thus (Ai,Ai)' = 0, 
1 < • < - i - n. Thus, ·by the Generalized T condition, 
-+ 
(A,A)' = (x1 ) ... (x ) ( (x1 ,A,) '" ... A(x ,A ) '==> (A.x 1 ... x ,p) ') n ..1. n n n 
by UI 
0 A ••• A 0 ==> 0 
s 0 
So (A, A) ' s O • Suppose now for reductio that (A,A)' = - 1. 
Then there is a counterexample, viz., a choice 
such that 
The arguments against the existence of such a counterexample 
are now very similar to, but simpler than, those used in the 
Pr·eservation Lemma. 
case 1 Aa1 ... an is not altered. Then (Aa1 ... a ,p)' = n 
(A a. 1 ... a , p) , and (a.,A.)' ~ (a.,A.), g iven the P·reservation n i i 1 i -
Lemma and the Reduced Val.uatJons Fact . It follows by" and 
==> properties that 
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contradicting the reductio assumption. 
case 2 A • l+- :i a 1 ... a is a~0erea .. n Then Aa1 ... an can only be 
the key world AA 1 ... An. For o the rw i s e , A A 1 • • • A > A a. J • • ~ a , n . n 
which is impossible. For by the Homogeneity Fact I, 
Aa1 ... an would then have to have the same generators with 
the same multiplicity as AA 1 ... A, so that each a. would n J 
be an Ak' so that Aa1 ... an would be completely lefted, 
hence, by Fact 7, not in the right range of>. 
A .. • a .. ... a lS 
.!. n AA 1 ... A, then as established above, n 
contradicting the reductio assumption. 
But if 
The conditions of Fact 19, the Neuterfying Fact, 
are nciw satisfied in the model built on v', since 
( A , A ) ' = 0 ~ Th us -l S ~ ->-A ., w hi ch comp 1 et es the proof of 
Theorem 3, and also of Theorem 1. 
5.4 Theorem 4. I-· Belnap' s C!Onj ecture. 
Proof: 3y The oren1 l, and the equivalence of Powers' 
and Belnap's conjectures. 
6. DECIDABILITY INS-MO DELS 
We turn now in this final section to the question of 
the decidability of the systems P-W and S. 
Firstly, it may be noted that, given the results of 
§5, and the Powers-Dwyer Theorem, any decision procedure for 
P-W suffices also for decidability for S. For, trivially, 
every non-theorem of P-W is also a non-theorem of S. More-
over, the results just cited establish that every theorem of 
P-W is a theorem of S if and only if it is not of the form 
B+B. And there is clearly a finite procedure to decide 
whether a given formula is an identity. 
Accordingly, attention is directed here to P-W. The 
main result is a proof of decidability of P-W, using the 
* 
semantical methods developed in previous sections. We may 
note, however, that although the proof given here js new, 
the result, that P-W is decidable, already follows from a 
remark of Anderson and Belnap o~ page 69 of Entailm en t. The 
merge formulation of P-W naturally does not have the rule 
(WI-) . In such a cise, as Anderson and Belnap observe, ther e 
is no difficulty in using the merge consecution sys tem in the 
construction of a fi.nite proof search tree for a given formula. 
The decision procedure to be obtained here will be 
based on the followin g result: It will be shown that, for a 
given formula A, a finite set of S-models can be constructed 
on a fi n it e S-mode l structure, so that one of the constructed 
model s , essentially a cutdown version of the P - W canonical model 
of § 4 . 1, will ·verify A if and only if A is a. theorem of P- W. 
* 0 ee r-~+·not e c'v·Qr p~ap u ~uG~ - , ~ ~ o - • 
* 
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The proof uses the soundne s s and completeness results 
of §§1-2, and the P-W canonical model described in §4.1, 
but is independent of the proof of Powers' Conjecture . 
A conseque nce of this dependence on our earlier r esults 
is that the proof of decidability obtained here is for 
P-W formulated with the language L, i.e., with just one 
propositional variable. The method of proof employe d 
here for the decidability question does not, however, 
depend on this special feature, and could be applied in 
the general case where the language is generated from a 
denumerable set of propositional variables. In this 
general case we would require as a prerequisite that the 
semantic theory of §§1-2 be appropriately modified to deal 
with more than one propositional variable, but these 
modifications are straightforward. 
As an example of the changes required, we note that a 
valuation on an S-ms must now be a !unction, for each 
propositional variable, from the set K of worlds to the 
truth-values -1, O, +l. Then a proper valuation, as before, 
is a valuation respecting the hereditary condition, which 
must now be stated: 
Por each propositional variable p, if a > b and 
v(b,p) ~ O, then v(a,p) = +l. 
The required changes to the semantic theory are all 
of this kind. They may be suJnrnarized by saying that, for 
the case where P-W is formulated with a set PV of 
propositional variables, then "p", which occurs as a 
constant in the existing definitions and theorems, is 
now to b e understood as a variable (of the U-language , as 
Curr y would put it) with values in the set PV. 
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As a fi rst step, finitely generated -submode ls of the 
canonical model are described. These models will serve , for 
particular formulas, in place of the canonical model. 
6.1 Finite generato~ S - model s 
Let A be a formula in L. 
Df: The set SF(A) of A-formulas is the set of subformulas 
of A, according to the usual definition of subformula. 
Df: The set ISF(A) of A-worlds is the smallest subset of IL 
t . . ~T:l (.A' ~ 1 d d i h +> t . con a1_ning u.t' • J ana c ose un er ~- e J. ree opera ion ° 
of the canonical model structure. 
Df: The A-model structure is the structure 
MS(A) = ( ISF(A), o ,>A), where ISF(A) is as just defined, 
closed under 0 , and >A is the free BB'-relation over 
ISF(A). 
The A-model structure is clearly an S-ms. Since 
SF ( A) is finite , j_ t -r o J.. lows that IS F ( A ) is finite 1 y generated . 
Also, I SF (A) ~ IL, so it follows that a>A b implies a> b, 
where > is the BB'-relation of the canonical model. 
Df'. 
" . 
The A-valuation function vA is the restriction to ISF(A) 
of the canonical v·aluation CV. That is, for a E ISF(A ) , 
VA ( a ' p ) = CV ( a ' p ) 
It follows from this definition tha t vA is a proper 
valuation . For suppose a ,b E ISF1(A) and a >Ab. Then 
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a >b in the canonical model} so CV(b, p ) < CV(a.,p). Then, by 
d f . . . . (b ) ( ) e inition, vA\ , P <vA,a,p. So we may extend the A-mod e l 
structure to a model: 
Df: The A-model is the structure 
M(A) 
where (ISF(A),o,>A) is the A-model structure, and vA 
is the A-valuation. The A-interpretation IA is the 
interpretation function on the A-model given by the 
condi.tion T. 
-+ 
Theorem 6.1 
Suppose A is a formula, and B = B1 -+ •••• +. B ->-p is a 
-- m 
subformula of A. Then, in the A-model, 
IA(a,B) = CI(a,B) , for each a E ISF(A). 
Proof: By structuraJ. induction on B. 
base case: Bis p. Then IA(a,p) = vA(a,p), and the 
theorem foJ.lows by definit ion of vA. 
inductive s tep : B = B1 -+. • •• -)-- • Bm->-p, m t- 0, and the 
theorem is suppose d true on inductive hypothesis .for each 
a E I~,F(A) and for all subformulas of B, in particular for 
h B 1 < -· < eac ., _,i_ m. 
l 
As usual, we write (a,B) for CI(a,B). 
First, it is shown that (a, B) sIA(a,B) For 
b
1
, •.• .,b E: IL, we have by the Generalizec':. T_,.. condition, and 
- m 
UI, that 
r B) < (' B ' (b T) ) ::;, ( ... t · 'i ,a, - o1 , 1 , A •• ·" , n a) 1 ... o , P; . m n1 m 
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Suppose now that b 1 , ... , bmeISF(A) also. Then , by clo sure 
of ISP(A) , we have ab 1 .. , b E ISF (JI, ). Now , on inducti.ve m 
hypothesis, (b. ,B.) = IA(b. ,B.), 1 sis m, a.nd (ab 1 ... bm,p) l l l l 
(a, B) ~ IA (bl , B1 ) A • • • A IA ( b , B ) => I 11 ( ab l ... b , p) . m m A m 
This is true for arbitrary b 1 , ... ,bme1SF (A), whence it is 
true for the glb. So 
(a,B) $ (b 1 ) ... ·(bm)(I~_(b.J..-; ,B1 ) A ••• A IA(b ,B ) => IA.(ab 1 ••. b ,p)) 1-_ m m _ _ m 
That is 
' 
(a,B) s IA (a,B). 
To complete the proof, it must now be shown that 
IA (a,B) s (a,B). Observe that the formulas B1 , .. ~,B are 
- m 
subformulas of B, hence subformulas of A. Thus 
B1 , ... ,Bm E ISF(A). Given that 
that aB1 ••. B E ISF(A) also. 
a e ISF(A), we have by closure 
- m 
Thus, by the Generalized T 
-+ 
condition and UI, 
Then, on inductive hypothesis, 
I(\(a,B) s (B1 ,B1 ) -" ... A (B ,B ) ~ (aB_ ... B ,o ) .-;. . m . m 1- m-
We have as usual that ( Bi,Bi) 2 0, indeed, by §5: (Bi,Bi) = 0, 
so by the => - table, 
Finally, by the Coding Fact , 
(a B ~ ~ B ~~) - ra D) s1 
' 1 · · · · · · rn · l-J ·- ·, ·- ' _..., ' '-
I A ( a,B) s ( a , B). 
,1 
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Corollary 
(i) A == B-+C i s a theorem of S lff A is 
verified in the A-model. 
(ii) A= B-+C is a theorem of P - W iff A is verified 
in the A-model. 
Proof: The proo f s from left to right of (i) and (ii) follow 
by soundness , since the A-model is an S-model. 
For the proof from right t o left of (i), suppose 
that (x)(IA(x,B) => IA(x,C)) = +l. Then, in particular, 
IA(B,B) => IA(B,C) = +l. Since IA(B,B ) = (B,B) by the theorem, 
and (B,B) = O, we have IA (B,B) = 0, and so IA (B,C) = I 1 -r ....... . So 
(B,C) == +l aJ_so, by the theorem whence 1-3 B~c by 
d f . ·+· +> ,...,I e lnl~lOD OL G • · 
The proof from rig~t to left of (ii) is similar. 
6.2 A finit e model structur e 
The A-model structure of §6.1 is finitel y generated, 
which is a help towards the goal of fini.tization. However, 
the number of worlds in MS (A) is which 
definitely not a help . 1dh at would be ni·~e would be to fj_nd 
a finite s e t of A-worlds which will do the same work as all 
the A-worlds. This subs e ctio n and the next show that this 
can b e don e , near enough, . .L..h Wl. i., the addition of one extra 
world ( called 11 Tn), "\'7hich will account for all those left 
out. 
We be g in ~vith an anal y s i s of t h e . g lven formula A 
which takes into a c c o unt mll l 1- in -,.1. P - _, -}-' - occurrenc e s of the same 
7' ,o 
subformula within A. Such an analysis is provided by what , 
for example , Curry [1963] calls the label ed constructio n tree 
of an inductive ly defined object, in this case a formula . 
A construction t r ee for a formula is a well-known 
notion, so only a brief description is given here, using 
termino logy largely borrowe d from Curry: 
The labeled construction tree for A has a unique 
bottom node labeled with A. Every node labeled with a formul a 
of the form B~c is joined to two dis tinct nodes above the 
given no de . These nodes are labeled with Band C respe ctively, 
and they are called the immediate predecessors~ or just 
predecessor s~ of the given node. Nodes which are labeled 
with propositional variables have no predecessors, and thes e 
are call ed top nodes. Final ly, every node of the tree, 
except for the bottom node, is a predecessor of exactly one 
node, and no node has predecessors other than in the way 
describ ed . 
As usua l , a branch of a construction tree is some 
se q u ence of nodes , star t ing with the bottom nod e , and there-
after fo llowing the predecessor relation. Co mplete branches 
are those ending in top nodes . A nod e is in a branch when it 
j_s s ome member of the s equence forming the branch. 
no node can occur twice in a branch. 
Note that 
"R'or th f-'> pr~se Y'l_.t n 1 •rnoc:.e '"' 
- - '- - i ; ~ -.A. .r-' ,~ .::> ' in order to ldentify 
different parts of a construction tree , we fix on some method 
of uniquely identifying nodes, say by assigning numerals to 
them . Th e. bottom node wilJ. be called 1. (Note that the 
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Zabel does not identify a node uniquely.) Also, from now on, 
it will be supposed that a particular formula A is given, so 
that all references to the construction tree, to particular 
nodes or labels, and to particular branches , are to refer to 
the construction tree for A, with the nodes identified 
according to the met hod chosen. 
Df: A labeled branch is a sequence of nodes together with 
their labels, such that the sequence of nodes is a 
branch. 
notation: Lower case greek letters, a,S, ... , will be used 
to refer to labeled branches. A labeled branch is a 
sequence of pairs of nodes and labels, so it may also be 
represent e d with the notation ((n1 ,A1 ), ... ,<nk,Ak)), where 
is< 1,A>, each Ai is the label of the node 
( n1 , ... ,n, ) is the associated branch. K 
n. ' l 
Df: A labeled branch is an index of a formula B provided 
the last label in the labeled branch is B. 
and 
In general, acc ording to this definition, a particular 
subfor1nula B of A will have several inde xes, one for each 
occurrenc e as a label. Conversely, every subformula has at 
least one index , since it must occur as a label to some nod e , 
and we can take as index t he branch to that node. 
Df: Two labeled branches are disjoint provided they are 
~ . . . t U.1StlDC , and one is not an initial segment of the 
other . 
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Df: A s e quence y, , ... ,y of labeled branches is disjo int 
J.. m 
provided either m = 1, or the element s of the sequence 
are pairwise disjoint . 
Fact 20. Suppose Bis an index of B. Suppos e als o that 
Proof: 
B = B1 -+ •••• +. Bm +p, and m I O. Then there are 
labeled branches y1 , ... ,ym such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
y . i s an j _ n de x o f B . , for each i , 1 s i s m • 
l l 
B is an initial segment of each y., 1 s i ~ m. 
l 
(iii) The sequence y, , ... ,y is disjoint. 
J. m 
By induction on m. 
base case: m = 1 . So B = B1 +p . Since Bis an index 
of B, the last label in Sis B. Suppose the last node in S 
is n. Then S has the form < < l,A ), ... ,< n,B} >. By definition 
of labeled construction tree, there are predecessor nodes, 
n1 , m1 of n such that n 1 i- m1 and n 1 is labeled with B1 and 
m1 is labelerl with p. Let y 1 = ( ( l,A ), ... ,( n,B ),( n 1 ,B1 ) ). 
Then y 1 is clearly a labeled branch and an index of B1 . 
Furthermore , by construction, Bis an initial segment of y 1 . 
Finally, by definition, the sequence y 1 is disjoint . So 
( -~ \ 
.:. I ' 
( . . \ l l J ' (iii) are satisfied for y1 . 
inductive case: m > 1. As in the base case, let 
S = ((l,A), ... ,(n,B)). By definition of labeled construction 
tree, there are predecessor nodes n 1 , m1 of n such that 
..,t < 1 b , ~ " t-' p , . 1 1 1 , "th n 1 rm1 , n 1 is a eiea Wlvn ~ 1 , ana m1 i s ~a~e ea wi ~ 
B2+ ••.• -+.B -+i_) . m- It follow s that there are labeled b~anches 
o == ( ( 1 , A ) , . . • , ( n , B ) , ( m
1 
, B 
2 
+ . 
which are indexes of B1 and B2+. 
The inductive hypothesis now 
+. B + p ) ) 
m 
+. B +p respectively. 
m 
applies to 
B2+ .... +.Bm+p and its index 8. So there ar e labeled 
where each y. is an index of B. for 
l l 
2 sis m, o is an initial se gmen t of each y. for 2 ~ i ~ m, 
l 
and the sequence y 2 , ... ,y is disjoint. m 
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I ~ i·s ·r1o~r shown ~~1at y y sati·s~y 1 i·) c~i·) 
- vv ~ l - ' • • • ' ~ • \ ' .l.. , 
.L m 
ad(i) By construction y 1 is an index of B1 , and 
on inductive hypot h esis y. is an index of B. for 2 ~ i ~ m. 
l l 
and (iii): 
a~(ii) By const ructi on Sis an initial se gment of y,. 
l. 
Also 
B is an initial se gment of 8, so, applying the inductive 
hypothesis, we have Ban initial segment of each of 
v~,·· .,y . ad(iii) Since the sequence y 2 , ••• ,ym is disj oint •c: m 
on inductive hypothesis, it suffices to show that y 1 ,yi are 
dis joint for each i, 2 :::; i ~ m. Let y j be an arbitrary one of' 
('1 • 
oince 
represent y. by 
J 
S • • •L• 1 .l.. n 
u is an inlGla_ segmen~ or y i ' we may 
u 
{ ( 1 , A ) , . . . , ( n , B ) , ( m.
1 
, B 
2 
-~ • ->-. B +p ) , ... , ( n . , B . ) ) • 
m , t J t) 
Now y 1 
t , l t · t b • ·t· l t f c anno oe equa..c. o yj, nor can 1 e an ini ia~ segmen · o 
occ ur j__n y; . 
,J 
For, by constructio n, 
n 1 is a pre decessor of n , and each node is a predece ssor of 
exactly one node. So, by definition of labeled branch , if 
( n 1 , B _ } o c c. u rs :i. n y . , it mus t o c c ur i mm e d i at e 1 y a. ft er ( :n , B > . 
..L. l J 
But : . hen we w o u 1 d have ( n 1 , B 1) = < m1 , B 2 + . . . • + . B m-~ p ) , from 
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which it f ol lov1s that n 1 = m1 . But this is contrary to the 
construction of the case. Finally, a similar argume nt shows 
that ( m1 , B2+ •... -+. Bm-+p) do e s not occur in y 1 , so yj is no t 
an initial segment o f y 1 . Thus y 1 ,yj are disjoint. 
Df: An association function f, for a sequence A1 ,~ .. ,An of 
subformul a s of A, is a function which assigns an index 
fA t hA f l <"< o . o eac . . , or - i _ n. 
l l 
Df: Suppose A1 , ... ,An is a sequence of subformulas of A, 
and suppose f is some association function for A1 , ... ,A . n 
Then A1 , ... ,An is disjoint according to f provided the 
of indexes is disjoint. 
Facts 21. The number of labeled branches for a given 
construc t ion tree is finite. 
22. Ther e is a finite bound on the length of disjoint 
sequences of labeled branches. 
23. For some sequence A1 , .. . ,An of subformulas of 
A, there is a finite number of association 
functioni for A1 , ... ,An. 
24. Le t MAX be the least upper bound on the length of 
dis joint seque nc es of labeled branches. Then 
no sequence of subformul a s A1 , ... ,A, wher e . n 
n > r,~A X, can be disjoint according to any 
association ~unct ion for A1 , ... ,An. 
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Proofs: 
ad 2J. : The number of nodes in the construction tree for 
A i s finite, since it is equal to the number of subformulas 
of A, including multiple occurrences. Then each node in tl1e 
tree determines exactly one labeled branch. 
ad 22: Tbe length of disjoint sequences of labeled bra nches 
is clear ly bounded by the total number of lab eled branches 
in the tree , which is finite by Fact 21. Note that this 
bound could be improved, though this is unneces sary for our 
present purposes . For example, it can be argued that the 
length of disjoint sequences cannot exceed the number of 
complete branches. 
ad 23: The indexes for each Ai, l~i~n, are finite, given 
Fact 21 . Then the number of association functions fer 
A1 , ... Ar: 
j_s 
.. 1 
the product over i of the number of indexe s for 
Ai' hence is finite. 
ad 24: By reductio. Suppose f is such that A1 , ... ,An is 
disjoint a ccording to f , and n >MAX. Then the sequence 
f(A1 ) , ... ,f(A) is dis joint , but this length exceeds MAX . n 
We now r eturn to consideration of the A-worlds. 
Some of the notions introduced in §3 are used here, in 
particular the idea of the component sequence of a world , 
and the Homo g eneity Fact I . 
Df: An A-world aEISF (A) is p rovided there exists 
some association function f on the c omp one nt s e quence 
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of a such that the component sequence is disjoint 
according to this association. The set N(A) ~ ISF(A) 
is the set of nice worlds. 
Facts 25 . The set N(A) is finite . 
26 . If BE ISF(A) is a formula , then BEN(A) . 
27 . If aob E N(A)' then aEN(A) and b E N(A). 
28. If a >Ab , then a E N( A) . f of' l .J.. b E N(A) . 
Proofs : 
a d 25 : By Fac t 24 , each nice world is bounded in length 
of component sequence by the finite bound on the length of 
d isjoint sequences of branches . So the s et N(A) is finite, 
since a given component sequence determines only finitely 
many worlds, and there are only finitely many generators in . 
ISF (A), viz. SF(A) . 
ad 26 : Suppose BE SF(A ) and hence BE ISF(A) . Choose 
any index of B . Then this association is disjoint by 
definition . 
ad 27 : Since a 0 b E N(A) , there exists a disj o:Lnt association 
function for the component sequence of aob . Split this 
function into an association function for the component 
seauence of a , and an association function for the component 
seauence of b. Then a and bare clearly determined to be 
nice by the existence of these functions . 
ad 28: By the Homogeneity Fact I, if a>A b , then a and b 
have the s~me compo11ent sequences, up to a permutation. Now, 
if a E N(A), then the component s equence of a is disjoint 
according to some association function . Suitably permute 
this association function to find an association function 
for the component sequence of b . This does not affect 
disjointness, so b EN(A) also. A similar argument shows 
that b E N (A) implies a E N(A). 
Lemme. 6 .2 
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Supp o s e Bb 1 • . . bk E N ( A ) , k "f O , and suppose a 1 so that 
B = B1 ->- •••• -+.Bm-+p, m I- O, and that for each i, 
l <"< B C C 
-
1 
- m, i = il-+. · · · -+. ik(i)-+p. Then for all i, 
1 :5 .£ :5 k, and all i, l :5 i :5 m, b n C. 1 ... C . k r • \ E N (A) 1v l l ,l; 
also. 
Proof: The lemma is proved for arbitrary !l, i,ls!l~ k , and 
1 < • < - i _ m. 
If k(i) = 0, then what is to be proved is that 
Bbl ... bk E N (A) implies bl E N(A). This follows by Fact 28, 
so we may suppose k( i) > 0. 
Since Bb 1 ... bk E N(A), there j_s some functi on f 
assigning disjoint indexes to the component sequenc e of 
Bb 1 ... bk. Let the index assigned by f to the firs t (viz: 
the indica ted) occurrence of Bin Bb 1 ••• b 1 be B. Then we 
- K 
may suppose that B = < ( l, A >, ... , ( n, B > > . By Fact 20, 
since the re is certai.nly an index of B. , 
l 
a. say, which has Bas an initial se gment. ]. Since we also 
have Bi = C i 1 -+ • • • • -+ . Ci k ( j _ ) -+ p , we may a pp ea 1 to Fa c t 2 0 a gain 
to (.'h or,J +v··r,_.a .L..l, +·here are di" S ~ 01· nt' i nd c~~p c, ·v y c) f' 
..;;, n 1.., tJ . J ~ 1 ;. ,_. A " ,:i f l , • • • , k ( j_ ) , -... -
c11 , ... , Cik(i) res p ectively , each of which h as a 1 as an 
initial se gment . It was just noted tha t Bis an i nitial 
s egment of a ., so 8 is an initial s egment of each of 
l 
y1 , ... ,yk(i) also. 
Now construct an association functi on g , for the 
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component sequence of b n C., ... C. 1 (.), as follows: g a grees 
N lJ... lK l 
with f for the component s of b r,, and g(C .. ) == y. for each j, 
:,.., lJ J 
We now arg ue that the component sequence of 
bnC·- ... C.k(") is disjoin t according tog, whence it follows 
:,.., l_l_ l - l 
that bnC·1···c·kc~ ·) EN(A). Proof is by reductio, so the 
X, l J. ~ J. ' 
assumpt ion is that the component sequence is not disjoint 
according tog . 
It follows from the reductio assumption that some 
pair of indexe s assigned by g are not disjoint. Now, this 
pair cannot both be indexe s associated with comp onents of 
b£' for g agrees with f here, and f is d isjoint on 
hypothesis of the lemma. Nor can the bad pair both occur 
among y 1 , ... ,yk(i)' for this is a disjoint sequen c e by 
Fact 20. So the pair of indexes which are not disjoint 
includes one associ2.ted with some component of b£' say D, 
and one associa ted :Hi t h one of C . 1 , ~ •• ,C. 1 (.), say C ... l- l K l J.J 
We h ave g ( C .. ) = y .. lJ J T,et g (D) = o. Then y _ and o are not J 
d isjoint . 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
Since Y~ and 8 a re not disjoint, we must have one of 
J 
y. = 0 
J 
y . is an initial se gment o f 6 
J 
6 is an initial s egme nt of y .. 
J 
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It will now be argued that in each of the cas e s (1) - (3) it 
follows that Sand 8 are not dis joint . Since Band Dare 
both components of Bb 1 ... bk' and f(B) = G a.nd f(D) =g(D) = cS, 
this contradicts the assumption that Bb 1 ... bk E N(A). 
case (1) Since Sis an initial segment of yj by construction , 
and y. = o, it follows that B is an initial segment of o, so 
J 
B,o are not disjoint. 
case (2) Sis an initial segment of y., and y. is an initial 
J J 
segment of o, so 6 is an initial segment of 8 once again. 
Thus S,8 are not disjoint. 
case (3) We have 6 = ({l,A), ... ,(n,B)). Let 
cS = ( ( 1 , A } , ••. , ( nD, D ) ) , and y . = ( ( l , A ) , ... , ( n . , C .. ) ) . 
. J J lJ 
Since 6 is an initial segment of y., we have 
J 
y. = ((l,A),.;.,(n,B), ... ,(n.,C .. )). 
J J lJ 
segment of y., so 
J 
Al r . . . +- • , SO, u lS an lnlvl.a~ 
y . = ( ( 1 , A ) , ... , ( nD, D ) , ... , ( n . , C . ~ ) ) . 
J J lJ 
Then it is clear that either (i) (nD,D), and, therefore, 
every pair in cS occurs before <n,B) j_n yj, or (ii) (nD,D) -
{n,B), and so cS = S, or (iii) (n,B)-, and, therefore, every 
pair in B occurs before (n0 ,D> in yj. In case (i), it 
follows tha t cS is an in:it:i.al segment of B; in cas e (ii), we 
have cS = S, as not e d; a nd in case (iii) j_t follows that S 
is an initi~l se gme nt of 8. In each case 8 and Bare not 
disjoint, which ends consideration of (3), and concludes the 
proof of t he lerr~a. 
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The lemma just proved wi l l not be needed until we 
come to the maJ.n theorem of § 6. 3 . We now turn to building 
a model structure using the members of N(A ). 
Df : The finite A- model structure F (A) is the structure 
( T , K ( A),· , > > , where 
( j_ ) 
(i i ) 
( ii i) 
(iv) 
T i s some object distinc t from any A-world 
K(A ) = N ( A ) u {T } 
The operation • is defined by 
(a) I f a , b E N(A) t hen a•b = a ob i f 
ao b E N( A ) ' a nd o therwise a •b = T 
(b) r_r . a 
-- a •T = T fo r '"' 1 1 a. - a E K ( A) 
\ 
The relation > is defined by 
( 2. ) If a E N ( A ) or b E N ( A ) , then a > b j _ ff 
a >Ab 
( b ) T > T 
It will n ow be shown that K(A ) is an S- ms . To avoid ccnfusi-on 
between the operation o of I SF ( A) , and t h e operation • just 
introduced , the special convention is introduced that o is 
never suppressed, while • is always suppressed . This will 
app ly from now to the end of this section (§6) ·. 
Fact 29. The finite A-model structure F ( A) is an S--model 
structure . 
Proof : We have to show that K(A) is closed under •, and 
th a t > s a t i s f j _ e s the ·c on d it ion s B . , B ' . , µ • , \.> • , 1 . . 
Closure und e r · is immedi ate from . the definition of 
·re I\) K r_ • 
As for >, there are cases for each of the 
BB ' -postulates : 
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ad B. We have to sh o W ab C > a ( b C ) • C 2. s e ( i ) a = rr or b = T 
or c = T . Then abc = T = a(bc ). But T>T by definition. 
c as e ( i . i ) a E N ( A ) , b E N ( A ) , and c E N ( A ) bu. t a O b O c i N ( A ) . 
Then abc = T. By Fact 28 we also have ao(boc) I N(A), so 
a (b C ) = rr But T >T. ( . . . ) a 0 b 0 c E N(A). Then ... . case l .ll 
ao(boc) E N(A) also by Fact 28, and abc = a 0 b 0 c, a(bc) = ao(boc). 
Since a 0 b 0 c > ao(boc) A , ' we then have abc > a (be). 
ad B'. Similar to the case for B. 
adµ. We have a> b and we have to show ca> cb. cas e ( i) 
c == T. Then ca = T = cb, and we have T >T. r .. ) case \ll a= T. 
Then b =-.: T also , since T > x just for x = T, by definition . 
So ca= 11 = cb , and we have ca >cb. case (iii) a E N(A) and 
CE N(A). Then b C N(A ) also, and a >Ab. So c 0 a >A cob. 
If no \'l c O a i N ( A ) then by Fact 2 8 , c O b i N ( A ) either , so 
ca= T = cb, and T >T. If c oa E N(A), then cob E N(A) also by 
Fac t 28, so ca = coa, cb = cob and 
' 
adv. Similar to the case forµ. 
ca> cb. 
ad T. a> b, b > c, and we have to show a> c. case ( i) 
a E N (A) . Th e n b E 1\T t j\ \ and ,.., E N(A) . So a > b b >A c, .:.i \ l. J \... A ' 
whenc e a >Ac and thus a > C . case ( ii ) alN(A). Then 
a. = b = C 
- T ' so a > C . 
,\ 
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6.3 A finite S-model 
We now build an S-model using F(A ) as the model 
structure . The vaJ.uation for the worlds N(A) is defin e d 
using CI , the canonical valuation of §2.2; it will be 
recognized as the P-W valuation defined in §4.l. Once again, 
we write CI(b , B) as (b,B). 
D f : Let FM ( A ) = < K ( A ) ' • ' >' V > ' where ( K ( A ) ' • ' > ) i s the 
finite A-model structure F(A) , and vis defined by 
( i) for a E N (A) , 
v(a,p) = +l if (a, p ) ~ 0 
v(a,p) = -1 ~ t, ..L ... (a,p) 1 - -..1-
(ii) 
v(T,p) = +l 
Fact 30 . The valuation fun ction v of FM(A ) is proper. 
Proof: Suppose a ~ K IA. , 
- \. ) ' b E K (A) , and . a> b. Then either 
( i ) a E N ( A ) , b E N ( A ) , and a > A b , or ( ii ) a = b = T • In case 
(i) we have CV(b , p ) < CV(a,p), and it follows that 
v ( b , p ) < v ( a , p ) . In · case ( ii ) we have imme di at e 1 y that 
v(b,p) < v(a , p) . 
FM(A ) has a proper valuation defined on an S-ms, 
so FM(A) is an S-model. We extend v as usual, according to 
T~ , to an interpretation function I for all formulas at all 
worlds. 
Fact 31. I(T,B) -- +l for all fcrmu:L a s B € L. 
Proof: By structural ind uc tion. 
b a s e c a s e : ICr, p ) = v(T, p ) = +l by d e fi n i t i o n. 
inductive c ase : Let B = C+D. Then b y T , + 
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I(T,C+D) = (x) (I( x ,C) ~ I(Tx,D)). Now Tx = T for all x E K(A), 
and on induct i ve h yp o t h e si s I(T,D) = +l. So I(T,C-+D) = 
(x) (I(x .,C) =>+l) = +l. 
Theorem 6.3 
For each subformula B of A, 
I(B,B) = +l 
Proof: By structural induction 
base cas e : Bis p. Then I ( p, p) = v ( p, p) = + 1, since 
(p,p) = 0. 
inductive_ case: B is complex. Then 
. • • + . B -+p 
m 
for some m t- 0 • The general strateg y of 
the case will b e familiar from the proofs of Fact 17, which 
discusses the P-W c a nonical model, from Theorem 3 of §5.3, 
and from The orem 6.1. So the argument here is relative ly 
brief: 
Sup po se for r e d u ctio t hat I(B.,B) ~ 0. As in the P-W 
canonic a l mod e l , I c annot tak e the ialue 0, so we mus t h a ve 
I(B,B) = -1. It f o llows by t he generali zed T a ondltion tha t 
+ 
there are b 1 , ... ,b E K(A) m such that 
(1) . . . A T fb B ) = + 1, and 
~, . m' m -
( 2) -.- / Bb b " 1-\. • -' l" •. , D; == -1-. m~ 
1
'T e }1'll C" t 1.n. ;:i up ~ ! u , , l ~ V ~ Bb 1 
... b c N(A), f o r i f Bb 1 ••• b == rr, then ( 2) m . - m 
is impos s ible. But t h en b 1 , ... ,b E N( A) a l so , by Fa c t 28 , - m 
( 3) (Bob 1 o ... ob ,p) =-=-1. rn 
Now (B,B):::: O, so given (3) we must have 
( 4) (bl,Bl)" ... A (b ,B ) = -1, 
m m 
and so · in particular, for some j, l ~ j s m, 
(5) (b.,B.) =-1 
J J 
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The proof may now be completed by shov.ring that I (b., B.) = --1 
J J 
also, for this will contradict (1). 
We may suppose by Fact J. that Bj = c 1 ->- •••• -+.Ck-+p 
for some k ?. 0. If k = 0, then Bj = p, and we have an 
immediate contra di c t lo n to ( l ) , for then ( b . , B . ) = I ( b . , B . ) 
J J J J 
b d f'. 't' y e __ ini -ion. 
So suppose that k -IO. We can now apply lernm2.. 6. 2 
to Bb l . . . b E N ( A ) , 
m 
B = B, -+. • •• 
..L 
-+. B -rD , 
m" 
m I- 0, and 
particular. Now by the generalized. T condition, 
-+ . 
B • . • d ' • h ' 1 ° -,- I ri /""1 ) , ., 1 < • ~ u -c on in u ::.~ -c iv e y po --c 1 e s i s , 1. \. l, • , '-· • = + 1.. , _ i ::::: m . 
l 1. 
since b .c 1 •.• C, E .N(A), we have J K 
I(b.C1 ... Ck, p ) = .J ~ (b.j oCl o.,. oCk,p), by defini t :i.on 
= (bj,Bj) , by Coding F'act 
:::: -1 
' 
by (5) above. 
'l1hus, 
I(b.,B~) = -1, 
• ..1 J 
which contradicts (1). 
Also, 
1-P-W A iff A is ver5.fied in FM (A) 
Proof : (i) left to right: Follows immediately from the 
soundness theorem of §1.2. 
(it) right to left: We prove the contrapositive. 
Suppose -IP-WA, and let A = B-+C. Then, in CM, ( B, C) = - 1 . 
Suppose C = C 1 -+ .... -+. Ck -+p. Then by the Coding Fact , 
(Bo c1 ° ... °Ck, p ) = -1. Now A has the form 
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A= B-+.C 1 ->- •••• -+.Ck-+p, so by Fact 20 there is a sequence o.f 
d ... t- • d f B r-1 C t · 1 lSJOlnv ln _exes or , G1 , ... , k respec lVe y. AccordJngly 
BC 1 ... Ck E N(A) by definition, then BC 1 ... Ck= B°C1 ° ... oCk' 
and so I ( BC l . . . Ck , p ) = -1 a 1 so . Now , 
and we have from the Theorem that I(C. ,C.) = +l, 1 $is; m. 
l l 
So I ( B , C ) = - 1 . A 1 s o I ( B , B ) = + 1 by the Theo!"' em , so 
I(B,B) =*I(B,C) = -1. Then (x)(I(x,B) => I(x,C)) - , 
- -.l. ' so 
A:-:= B-+C is not verified in this model . 
6 4 D • , b • -, • , f D TJ . e c i a a_ J __ \_ i i:, y o .!. - ~· 
The theory developed in §§6.l - 6.3 shows that P - W 
is d ecidable using the S --semant:tcs . Here is the procedure : 
Given a f ormula A = B-+C 
(a) Construct the set N(A), and hence form the set 
K(A) = N(A) u {rr} and determi ne the operation •. 
(b) Determine the set of binar·y r e lations over K(A) 
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which satisfy the S-ms postulates , so forming a set 
of S-model structures. 
(c) For each model structure MS' found in (b), det ermine 
the proper valuations on MS'; hence form the set of 
all S-models based on the set K(A) of worlds . 
(d) For each model M' found in (c), determine whether 
B+C is verified or not verified in M' . 
Decidability now follows from 
Fact 32. (i) iff B......_('I ' V is verified in each of the 
models constructed according to the procedure 
(a) - (d). 
( ii ) Each of ( a ) - ( d ) ta. k es a finite numb er of 
steps. 
Proof of ( i ) : 
soundness. 
left to r>igh-t. 
right to left. 
Follows immediat e ly from 
Suppose that B·+C • • .n • d is veririe' 
each of the constructed models. Observe that ~·M(A) is one 
in 
of the models constructed in (a) - (d). So B+C is verified in 
FM(A) in particular. Then it follows from the corollary of 
I=>--.on.o of ( 1· i· '\ • 
_ _£_~~ .. I• ad (a). First enumerate the A-worlds by 
length of component sequence. Then form the labeled 
construc tion t ree for A, clearly a finite p rocedure. This 
determines by Fact 25 a finite bound on the length of 
compon ent sequences of nice worlds . Then mechanically check 
each A-world up to this bound for memb e 2shtp of N(A). By 
Fac t 23 the number of association functions is finite for a 
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given world , so this takes a finite number of steps. Finally , 
the matrix for the operation · ·is finitely constructib le , 
since K(A) is finite. ad (b) Since K(A) is finite, so is 
the set of binary relations over K(A), so they can be 
finitely enumerated. Since the operation· has a finite 
table, each candidat e relation can be checked for satis-
factj_on of the BB'-postulates in a finite number of steps. 
( We may notice that the procedure could be simplified 
at this stage, by proceeding directly to the construction 
of the relation> of the finite A-model structure, since 
this is the only relation over K(A) in which we have any 
interest. By definition,> is the free BB'-relation over 
N(A), together with T>T., so a finite procedure could be 
described to determine just this relation.) 
ac,;! (c) Enumerate the valuations on a given S-ms. These are 
finite since K(A) is finite. Then mechanically check each 
valuation for satisfaction of the condi t ion Hp . 
ad (d) Follows from the fact that calculations by T an~ 
-+ 
then verifica tion reduce to calculations of finite 
conjunctions. 
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APPENDIX A 
The D~yer Proofs 
The Dwyer results conc erning P-W and S were 
announced in Meyer [1976b]. Proofs of the results used in 
the preceding sections are given here. Since Dwver's work v 
* is unpublished , these proofs are reconstructed from lec t ur es 
given by R. K. Meyer. 
We consider systems with axioms and rules 
taken from the followin g lists: 
axioms 
(I) A+A 
(B) B+C+ . A+B+ . A+C 
') ru...L es 
(MP) from I-A and i- A+B infer 1-B 
(BX) from I- B+C i .nfer I- A+B-+ . A+C 
from l- A+B infer 1- B+C+. A+C (B'X) 
(BXY) from !- B-rC and 1-- A+B infer I- A+C 
f ' 1 1 . ' - f. d . o_ owing syst.erns are ae 1.ne using - cc ' h v.1. '-we 
rules: 
F-W ( l) = (I) , ( B) , ( B' ) , ( MP ) 
p Tr/•'")) 
-V\ \ c... = (I) , ( B) , ( B ! ) , (BX) , ( B r X) , ( BXY) 
S(l) = ( B ) , ( B ' ) , ( MP ) 
rl f '")\ 
i:::J ' •• c. I - ( B) , ( B ' ) , ( BX) ., ( B ' X) , ( BXY ) 
axioms 
* STO P PRESS : see Dwyer [197 8] for more detail s . 
2.nd 
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Theorem (Dwyer) 
(1) A E P-W(l) iff A E P-W(2) 
(2) A E S(l) iff A E S ( 2) 
Proof of (1) 
From right to left the proof is trivial , since the 
Dwyer rules (BX),(B'X),(BXY) are derivable in the modus ponens 
system. 
For the proof from left to right, first define a set 
of formulas Tr by means of a metava luation: 
Df ~.1r: ( r, 'i a/ If A is a propositional variable, then Ai Tr 
(b) I;f A :.:: B-+C 
' 
then B-+C E Tr provided 
(i} 1-P-W( 2) B+C 
and (ii) If BE Tr then r. V c Tr. 
It is clear from the definition just given t hat Tr'.=. P-W(2) 
We now wish to establish that P-W(l) '.=. Tr. If this can be 
done then by transitivity of :: it follows that P-W(l) s P-W(2), 
which comp letes the proof of the theorem. 
The proof that P--W(l) ~ Tr is by deductive induction 
on the definition of P-W(l): 
ad(I)_: We have to s!-1 ow (i) a.nc1 (ij_) for axiom (I), i.e. 
A-+A. Clearly (i) holds sinc e A-+A is an a xiom of P-W(2), and 
(ii) is tr j_vial. 
a~(B2_: We have to show (i) and (j_j_) for B-+C-+ . A-+B-+ .A-'?-C. 
( . ) h 1 d . ( B l . . r- P T ;, : ' ) '\ ., • t . t 1. _o __ s sir:.ce , , is a n a.xJ.om 01. .... -v4,c....1 , so l , remaJ.ns o 
show (ii), i . . e. 
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( 1 ) B-+C E Tr => A-:,..B+ . A->·C E 'Tr. 
Suppose then 
( 2 ) B-+C E Tr ., 
and we have to show (i) and (ii) for A-+B-+.A-+C. Sinc e by (2,, 
~P-W( 2 ) B-+C, by one application of (BX) it follows that 
~P-W( 2 ) A-+B-+.A-+C., i.e. (i) holds. As for (ii)., we have to 
show 
( 3 ) A->-B E Tr ~ A-+ C E Tr • 
Suppose then 
( L1. ) A+B E r~cr 
' 
and we have to show (i) and (ii) for A-+C. From (2) and (4), 
l-p _ W ( 2 ) B-+C and I-P _ W ( 2 ) A-+ B , whence by ( B XY ) ., I-P-W ( 2 ) A-+ C ., 
i . e . ( i ) holds . As for ( ii ) , suppose A E Tr . Then by ( 4 ) i . t 
follows that BE Tr, and then by (2) it follows that CE Tr., 
as require d. 
ad(B '): 1· ' h L sl.1ow (i"'1 and (1"i'1 I/~ e 1 ave l , o J. ~ for . A-+ B->- • B-r C-+ • A-+ C • 
The proof is similar to the (B) case. First.,(i) holds., 
since (B') is an a~iom of P-W(2). As for (ii), suppose 
f:1.rst 
( 5) A-+ B E Tr , 
then B->-C-+. A-+C E Tr has to be sl1own. By ( 5), 1-P--W ( 2 ) A-+B , 
whence by (B'X) it follows tbat 1-P-W( 2 ) B-+C-+.J\-'>·C., :t .e. 
(i) holds. As for (ii), suppos e now that 
(6) B+r. - Tr 
..., c:. . ' 
then A->-C E Tr has to be shown. By ( 5) and ( 6) , I A-+B 
- P-W(2) 
and I-P-W( 2 ) B-}-C, whence _, by (BXY) , I- P- W( 2 ) A-+C, i.e. (i) 
holds. For (ii), suppose A E Tr, then by (5) : it follows that 
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BE Tr, and then by (6) it f'ollov.rs that C ~ Tr, as required . 
ad (MP) : Suppose 1-P-W ( 1 ) A and 1-P-W ( 1 ) A-+B; tben we hav e to 
show B E '11r. On inductive hypothesis A E Tr and A-+B E Tr, 
whence, by (ii), A E 1I.1r ==?BE Tr. So BE Tr, as required. 
This completes the proof that P-W( l) E Tr, and the 
proof of part (1) of the theorem. 
Proof of (2): Similar to the proof of the theorem for P-W 
in part (1). From right to left is again obvious. From 
left to right, we proceed in the same manner except that we 
d f . T h lt . 1 / b \ . "-, d r,. • +- • t now e ine .·r uY a ering Cause l ; in ~ne eilDlvlOD 0 
read: 
(b) If A= B-+C then B-+C E Tr provided 
( i ) I-S ( 2 ) B-+C 
and (ii) If B E Tr then C E irr. 
It follows 2-mmediately that Tr.::: 3(2). Also we have 
S(l)::: rrr, the proof by deductive induction being similar to 
the proof in part (lJ of the theorem, omitting of course the 
case for the axiom (I). 
Then by transitivity of~' it follows that 
S(l) ~ S( 2 ), which completes the proof. 
A2 Power's cqnjectur~ In this section we suppose for 
definitenes s that P T,T ar ( 'l 0 ...., "'"' Cl - ~ ~ • ! ._, >..) d.. J.. , _. for mulated with modus ponens, 
and not e ~hat the Dwy e r rules are deriv~ble . 
Be l nap ' s conj e cture (here a f t er BC): 
1-P-W A-+B and I~- B->-A ~ A = B P-W 
Power's conje c t ure (hereafter PC): 
not 1--3 A-+A for any A. 
The first theorem of this section was originally stated and 
* proved by Powers, in Powers [1976] The proof given here 
·1s Dwyer' s. 
Theorem (Powers-Dwyer) 
If 1-P-W A+B then 1-s A,'"B or A = B 
Proof: Induce a metavaluation on formulas, to obtain a set 
Tr the truths of S: Q, 
.___. 
(a) If A is a propositional variable, then Ai Tr8 
(b) If A = B->-C, then A E Tr 0 0 
c i) 1-s B-+C or B = c 
.. ~,., 
l 1. I 
(ii) If BE Tr8 then c E Tr3 
Using this metavaluat i on, we now show that P-W::: Tr8 , by 
deductive induction, whence by b(i) the theorem foll ows. 
ad(I) 
----
For ( i ) , A == A . For ( j_ i ) , A E Tr S => A E Tr 8 j_ s true . 
a.d( B ) We have to show (i) and (ii) for B~C-+.A+B-+.A-+C. 
(i) is true . t '\,.., ~~. t since .1 .L1 e .J. lrs d :i.sj unct ho l ds sinc e (B) is an 
rnhe· r"' Cl <:::!l"l +-
.L ... . - '-· ._ JJ.. v had b een obt a ine d by 
s ee En t ail men t §8 .1 1 . 
axiom of S . As to (ii), we have to show 
( J.) B·*C ( Tr3 
S11ppo se then 
( 2 ) B-+C E Tr S , 
==> A-+ B-+ . A·+C E Tr 0 
u 
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and we have to show (i) and (ii) for A-+B-+.A 7 C. As to ( j_) , 
since by ( 2) either l- 8 B·*C, in which case 1-8 A-+B··>- .A-+C, or 
else B = C, in which case A-+B = A-+C. 
holds. As to (ii), we have to show 
( 3 ) A.,. B E Tr S ~ A -+C E Tr S . 
So in either case (i) 
Suppo se then 
( 4) A->-B E Tr S, 
and we have to show (i) and (ii) for A-+C. As to (i), on 
the suppositions (2) and (4) there are four cases: when 
_l-3 B-+C and 1-3 A-+B, then 1-s A-+C which establishes r • ' ..., • 1 , ij ; .1ixe-
wi.se, if !-3 B-+C and A= B, then l-3 A-+C; likewise, if B = C and 
1-3 A-+B, then j-8 A-+C; finally, if both B = C and A = B then 
A= C, again establishing (i). For (il), suppose A E Trs, 
then by ( 4 ) BE Tr 3 also, and by (2) it follows that 
which completes the cas e . 
C E 
a.d(B'): The r easoning here is similar to the preceding cas e 
for ( i3 ). 
Suppos e !-P-W A and 1-P-W A-+B, and we have 
to show B E Tr 8 . OD inductive hypothesis , A E Tr3 , and 
D. -+B · T-1·• 
·- t:. s' whence by ( ii ) ., A E Tr S => B E Tr S so B E Tr S as 
r) ,=i:""1 u ··Lr•ed 
........ '-j -· .... • 
Co_rollary : PC~ BC . 
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Proof : Suppo s e PC, j _ . e . , no t 1-s A-+ l\. for any A. Assume the 
ant ecedent of BC, i. e . ass ume 
1-P-W A-+B and I- B->-A P-W 
Then by the Powers-Dwy e r theorem, 
A-+ B E Tr S and B-+ A E Tr S , 
i.e. , 
( l-8 A-+B and l-8 B-+A) or A = B. 
But if 1-s A-}-B and 1- 3 B-+A, then by rule (BXY ) it follows 
that ~QA -+A, which contradicts PC. Hence 
I..) 
not ( I-3 A-+ B . and I-3 B + A ) , so A = B • 
Theor em: BC => PC 
Proof: Assume BC, i.e., 
not ( 1-P-W ~-+B and 1-P-W B-+A) for A,B distinct. 
Induce a metavaluatio n on formulas to form the set TrP-W' 
the truths of P-W: 
( ) . . b 1 th r. ' r., a If A is a propo sitional vari a ..L e, ~en -~ J. 1rP-W 
( b ) I f' A = B-+C, then .A E TrP-W iff 
( i) 1-P-W B-+C 
and ( i i) B I- C 
and ( i:!.i) B E Tr P-W ~ C E Tr P- W 
We ob serve immed i ately that Tr F-W can contain not h i n g of 
the form A-+A . Hence , to show that ,...., ( I-S A+ A ) f or any A , 
10 1 
it suffic e s to prove S ~ TrP-vr rrhis is don e by deduc t ive 
inductlon. 
ad(B) We have to show (i), (ii), (iii) as above for 
B-+C-+. A~ B-r . A-+ C. (i) holds since (B) is an axiom of P-W, and 
(ii) holds by inspect ion; it remains to show (iii), i.e. 
( 1) B-+C E TrP-W => A-+B+. A-+C E TrP-W. 
Suppose then 
( 2 ) B-+ C 1=: Tr p _ W , 
and we have to show (j_), (ii), (iii) for A-+B-+.A-+C. As to 
(i), by (2),l-p_wB-+C, whence 1-P-WA.-+B->-.A+C. For (ii), by 
( 2) we ba ve B /. C v:henc e A+ B f A+C. It remains to show ( ij_i) , 
viz. 
( 3) A-+B E TrP-W =? A-+C E TrP-W. 
Suppose then 
( 4) A-+B E TrP-W' 
and we have to show (i), (ii), (iii) for A-+C. As to (i), 
by ( 2) and ( 4) , 1-P-W B->-C and 1-P-W A-+B, whence 1-P-W A-+C. For 
(ii), (2) and (~) imply that Bf C and A f B. Suppose for 
reductio that A = C. . Then ( 4) is C-+B E TrP-W, from which it 
follows that 1-P-W C-+B. ( 2) implies th3.t 1-P-W B-~ .. c, wh .ich 
contradicts the supposition that BC holds~ 
Finally, for (iii.), suppose that A E Trp_·~v· Then 
by ( 4) ,· BE TrP-W' whence by ( 2), C E TrP -W also, which 
completes the case . 
This case is similar to the preceding case for (B). 
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ad modus ponens Suppo se 1-3 A and 1- 3 A-;.B . Then on 
induc tive hypo thesj_s , At-~ TrP - W' and A-*B E Trp_w ; from this 
last , by ( iii ), A E 'rrP-W ~ B E TrF - W' so B E TrP - W' as 
r equired . 
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APPENDIX B 
The Gua rded Merg e Al g orJJ;_hm 
An alternative proof is given here of the statement 
3., as it appears in the proof of the Guarded Merge Theore m 
of §3.3. Recall that the hypothesis is 
k~l, m~l. 
What is to be proved is 
or Al ... A =C1···c1 (Dl ... D) n K . . m 
This is done by means of an algorithmic-type construction. 
Let the type of the members of c1 ... Ck be L (left), 
and the type ,... ' h O I t; _e members of D1 ... Dm be R (right). Since 
A1 ... An is a guarded merge of c1 ... ck and D1 ... Dm' each of 
the A., 1 $ i ~ n, has the type L or R according as it is a 
l 
contribution in the merge from the sequence c1 ... Ck or the 
sequence D1 ••• D . Let t(i) denote this type for the ith 
..,_ m 
Note that t(.n)::: R since A = D bv 
n m " 
definition of guarded merge . 
The construction now to be undertaken builds two 
series of completely l e ft e d i·.r o :!:"' 1 d s c . , d . for l ~ i s n . 
l l 
As an 
auxiliary d e vice the e mp ty world e is countena r1ced here f or 
the first and last time. The only property of e that we 
shall need is that a left identit v . i.e. 
< ~ 
ea = a for 
a c K. Usi.n g an "ideal" element in this way is not 
theoretica lly n e c e ssary for t he r e sult o f the c o nstruction, 
but it is te chnic a lly very c onvenient . 
lQ L[ 
Cons truction : 
( a) ini tially , c 1 = e and d 1 = A1 . 
For each i , 2 ~ i $ n, define c. ,d. as foll ows : 
l l 
(b) 
(c) 
if t(i) = t(i-1), set c . = c. 1 l l-
d. =d. 1 A. l l- l 
if t(i) ...ft(i-1), s et c =d 1 r- i i-
d. =c. 1 A. l l- l 
Remarks on the Construction: Each of the remarks (i) - (vi) 
follows from the defin ition of the Construction, if necessary 
by en um er at ion of case s for i , 1 $ i $ n . 
(i) The construction properly defines c 1 ,d1_ , ... ,c ,d . n n 
( i1) 
I • • • \ \. ll l_ / 
# • \ 
\ J.V I 
( -r) 
' \ I 
For ob viously c 1 ,d1 are well-defined, and at every 
furth er· s tage of the construction exactly one of 
claus es (b) and (c) is applicable. 
Each c.,d. is either the empty world e, or is a 
l l 
completely lefted world, say Ak(l, ... A, (.), where 
- J K l, 
t ( k ( 1) ) = . . . = t ( k ( i) ) , and Ak ( l) ... Ak ( i) is a 
subs equence of A1 ... An. 
Nod. can bee . 
l 
Jus t one application of clause (c) suffices to 
eliminate e f rom the construc t ion, and t here must be 
at leas t one such application since c1 ... Ck and 
D1 ... D are not empty , so there is at least one A. m l 
of typ e Land one of type R. 
By (ii.:!. ) and (iv), both c and d are not empty . 
n r1 
( vi) By (ii) and the d e finition of the Constr,uction , the 
type of each element ind . to th e same as the type of 
l 
Lemma: 
A.; henc e every element ind is of type R, and 
i n 
every element inc is of type L. 
n 
It follows · from the construction, and the remarks 
(i) - (vi) above, that 
4 ' . A1 ••. A > c . d. A. +l ... A , or A1 •.• A = c . d . .A . + l ... A n i i i n n 1 i i n 
and 
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(note that 4 '· and 5'. obviously suffice for 3., so the proof 
of the G.M. Theorem is completed with this lemma) 
Proof: The proof of 4 ,. is by enumeration of cases from l ton . 
In fact, what will be shown is that the equality disjunct 
holds up to and i n cluding the first application of clause (c) 
of the construction, and that if the re are any further stages 
of construction the >- s tatement holds thereafter . 
The c~se structure is a bit ornate. There are two 
main cas es , a base case, for i=l, and an inductive case for 
2 ~ i s n . rrhe h yp O the S i S Of the ind UC t i Ve C 2. Se i S that 4 ' . 
holds for i-1. Then the induc tive case is divided according 
as 4'. holds in its right or left d isjunct at the i - lth level . 
1l1hese cases are further divided. according as c . 1 = e or not. l-...1.. 
The final (and finest) di.rision comes by conside!'ing whether 
clause (b) or clause (c) is to be applied at the ith level. 
b ::.~. f3 e -~as.~ In i. t i a 11 y , a. c cording t o th s cons t ruct i on , c 1 = e 
and d - A , ... o ,... A = ·" a' £'\ A. er 1· - -e· r. t ha+- e i· s ...., ., a '"' t • - l ' u .'-\1 • • • ,~ l ., . 2 • • • . ' b V .1 ..., o. l. e, J. l . . n .L _ n 
identitv . 
., 
induc tive case 4'. holds up to the j_- lth level 
case 1 Al ... A = c . ld. lA .... A n 1- 1 - 1 n 
case 1. 1 c. 1 = e. The n d. 1 = A1 ... A. 1 1- l- l -
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ease 1.11 clause (b) is applied at the ith level. 
Then c. = c. 1 = e , and d. = d. 1A. = A1 ... A .. l l- l l - l l 
A1 ••. A = c . d . A . +l .•. A . n 1 1 1 n 
C, 
uO , 
case 1.12 claus e (c) is applied to the 1th level. 
Then c . = d. 1 , i . e . , c ~ = A1 ... ll. 1 , and l l- .1. l-
d4 = c. , A~ = A~ • Again, we have 
.1. l - .L .1. J . 
A1 ... A = c . d . A . +.., ••• A . n 1 1. 1 · ..L n 
Notice that ·we now have c. t- e ( and d. t e) 
l l 
case 1 . 2 c . 1 t- e • So we must have c ~ 1 = A1 •.. A. .... , ] . - .1.- l- ~ 
and. d. 1 = A. 1 . l- l-
th (By the previous case, the i-1 
level must have involved application of clause (c); 
but this does not affect the argument .) 
cas e 1.21 dlause (b) is applied at the ith level . 
Then c . = c. 1 • i.e. c . = A1 ••• A. 2 , and l l- - l ~ l-
d. = d. 1 A . = A. 1 A..,. But, l l - ..:... l ]_ - - . J.. 
A /\ " A > A A (A A ) bv E wher. ,. - by· 1 . . . t-i.. • ? R • 1- ., . . -1 ~ . . ~ 2 . . 1 · . .; . ' J ' • , . L J " e _, l-- l- l ~ - l - .L 
repeated applicat ions of v., 
A1 ... An> A1 .... A.. 2 (A. 1 A. )A .. 1 ... A l - l - l l T D rrhat is 
c. d . A._J_ 1 •.• A • 1 1 J_ , · n 
cas e 1 . 22 1 ( ) . 1 · d . t 1 .th 1 1 c ause c is app ie~ at ~ne 1 .1-eve_. 
Then c.:::: d_. l ' i . e ., c..., = A. l ' and d . = A1 ... A. ")A .. l l - .L 1- l l -L l 
In this case , we have, by the B.' postulate, 
A
1 
•• • A. 2A. 1A.; > A. _1 (A, ... A_, _ 2Ai) . Repe3.ted ~ l- l - .L l - .L J.. -
'I 
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appli cations of v. now gives 
A A > A (A. A. A )A A 'lhat. ..1-..!~ , 1 · · · n · 1 ~ 1 · · · - · 2 · , · +.., • • • • - ....., i- i- i i ~ n 
A1 ••. A > c . d. A. +l ... A . n 1 i i n 
case 2 A1 ... A > c. 1d. 1 A .... A . n i- i- i n 
2 ·1 ca.se . ..1. C • l = e . 1.-
If this occurred, then d _. 1A~ ... A l- .L D 
is completely lefted, so the c ase cannot arise by 
Pact 9. 
case 2.2 c. 1 i e. l-
,.. 2- 1 (b) . , . d . . , . th 1 1 c_a_se_._~-·~l cause is a pp~ 1e at ~ne 1 eve~. 
Then c. = c. 1 and d. = d. 1A. . Now, bv B. , l l- l l- l J 
c~ 1a. 1 A~ > c. 1 (d. 1A.), so by applications of v., ~- l- l l-~ l- l 
c.! 1 ct. 1 A .... A > c. 1 (d. 1A. )A.+l ... A . Then it ~- l-- i n i- i- i i n 
follows from T. that 
Al ... An> cidiAi+l· .. An. 
case 2.22 clause (c) is applied at the ith level. 
Th e n c. =d. 1 and d. =c. 1A .. Now, by B.', l l- l l- l 
c . ~ d. _
1
A . > d. 1 ( c . 1A. ) = c . d. . So by v . and T • , l-..L l- l l- l- l l l 
A, ... A > c . d . A . -f l ••• A • ~ n 1 i 1 - n 
This complet es the proof of~' .. The proof of 5'. is now 
immediate from (ii), (iv) and (vi), given that A = D . n m 
In Figures 1 and 2, on the following pages, a 
computer program written in Pascal and due to P. Pr i tchard 
is r eproduced . This program in8orporate s essentially the 
algorithm of t he Construction. Th e Construc tion in the 
tex t and the proof that 4' . and 5! . hold may then be re garde d 
a s a semant i .c s for th is program , and a proof' of its 
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termina tio n ari d c orrectn e ss . Following Dijkstra [1976], the 
proof of correctness is here r egarded as a proof that a 
certain relation (in this case that given by 4 ~ .) between 
the input and the current state of the machine, is 
invaria nt during th e operation of the prog ram. Thus the 
output, as the final state of the machine (in this 
and dn), has tl1e desired relation to the input. 
case c 
n 
Figure 1 : The program 
PROGRAM GUARDMCOUTPLJT); 
( ... ()- " ' C' ·r s 1· Z r: - r) L. v ~ . I\: \.,) ._ -- .. - · A._ c:, . 
T Y P F L F'. S E P ::: A F;.: F~ ,:.1 y [ l + + ~3 I Z [ ] D !=" C H (~ i::: ~ 
I N D E X ::: 0 {· (' f; I Z E ~ 
c:~ i: .. r' l J 1::· >-. I c 1::· === 1:·, 1:=- (·: ci 1:;, r·, 
, .. l- .. X . . .. I "< ·- \ ••• - , • • 
L c . 1 1·' ··r· 1--1 ~ .[ . · 1 r·, 1:· ~,/ ; - L. ~~ . .J (' . t-< . . .. .. '\ . 
..... , 1 1 (.) 1··, 1 1· • A , ..• 1··· /, \/ r· ·1 .. , ·1· z· [ .. -1 t·J 1:=- c, ,.J ,~11~,· L. ... J..J •• '\ . .. .I (• ·,, ., J··I I .. . . <· <· ~:) • • .. i::. .. l 
ENDY 
(~ f:• -r· 1:·, :::: ,-. ,.:~ 1=· (,) L 11::· ', 1 r: 1::· " 
...... \ ,_ ...... ... l'I, .. ... y 
M T Y F· [ ::: < E Q U ti L S Y B !) B F' F;: I M [ ) i~ 
V A I.. T F.-· ' · 1-· C' f • r, 1··, ·r· 1-· " .. ·..: .:. l''l - Y .. Y . ..I ~ 0 .. ., Y 
I , >d • ·1· N fl 1=· '·' ~: ~1'1<- • .••. •.• A .. · 
D F' F~ I M E M f'i II F t B (J (J L E (.~ N ;~ 
·r • I i:·, -, E (.' .. 
<· ••• r, ~:) .:. -~ ~ 
f., 1.1 • .. , I I "1-· "' 
.... r· <- L ·· 1··1 ·°' Y 
I::· l 1 \1 c: ·1·· J. o N I r-=- ·1-·r r::· 1::_· < ,. : ·1· \11·, ,._._. Y ) ~ -: 1--1 ~ 1::· ~ .. I . . . . .. ... .. 1... . .. . . . . I , . .... , ~ l.. 11· ·1 , . ( * GET ~' I / TH I... E T T FF~ 0 F (1 I... F' H (1 BET >f~ ) 
r 1··· ··, ·1· >· 1 I E- -·· 1- 1··· 1··· ~ :::: (' 1--11:;, < n 1=·· 11 < / .: / '> .. l. ·1· ···· ·1 ) 1::· '·· 1 "·1 ~ 
.r.< ::. t:.1 .. 1 ·~ •••• ~ 1 ::. ·, < ., , ... , • n . , . . . . . ... I 'I .l. . 
I::• 1:·, (') .. , 1::· 1·, L 11:;, 1::· 0 1·11··1 0 >, I ( c~ 1::· t <:~ 1::, ·,· 1:·, ~ .,. ! ·1· '-- 1 n 1::- X ' ~i \ .. L.. ... . . . , ... 1··1 . .. I , ,.. ., , .. \ • • • • •• I i ... . ... , ) . ( * (-~ LI D S A I T D E N D O F=' ~; F' ~:) [ D l..l E r..J C [ >:< ) 
H 1::· (·~ ·1· >-. J r.J J' T l··I S 1::, ~ Ir Cl 
... -· .... I~ V . ,.. . . . 
BE(3 IN LENGTH ! :::: L.FNGTH + :I. t 
C 1... l.,_1 CJ r-~ I... It L I ... E N [; T H J ; :::: I... E T T [ r:: ( I ) 
E- ;,.1 r· :.1\ .. 1 
[ND~ 
I::, I:~, '") ("'. 1::· rJ l 11~.' 1·:· I::, 1:·, "[ ' I ·1·· ( \. () l) 1::· ~ ·v< l" ,,. 1::, 1::· ) i:; . l. .. ... ... .. . ... , .. I\! . 11 . , ... , f-i I ••. • • ( * F' i::: J u T ~:) T H [ L. A frr M u l.) [ l ) 
l.-'AF;: . ..I! I ND[X ~ 
I. 1··· .. , ·1· >.1 ·3 ::. l:.i .. I \ 
·1· 1::· \I -r··· n 1::· 1=~· 1· >.,; 1::- lv< A 1·11::· ·1·· 1--11::· N r·< "') l) 1::· ~ :::: 1·- '") l J . I .... 
. . I d. I ... . .. I I .. . I 11··1. . ... ... 1 l.. ... . ::. l:, . ,:~ ... ~::: Y 
( .. : 0 c~ 1::· ~,1. (') I .11::· C.l r:-
.. 1··1 ,.. •.. I I . V ... 1· 
I·- '") l J (. I ("' <- 1. __ 11: ;,• .·1·. ,- L_-_ ( 1·· 1· v y / ::. f. :.. . -~ ..... :) <· V [ f -· 
B: WRJTE(l.TY,' <B ~ / ' ,. \ } ~· 
D F' F( I M [ ! li.1 F~ I T E ( T T Y Y / < r: ' 1 < 1 ) 
END; 
F" D i: :: J ! :::: J T Cl C ,., ~ I... E N c; T H II lJ l}.I h: 1 T E ( T T \' Y C .... <· C I... l,.J D F< I... fl [ .. .J ] ) Y 
l,,_I i::: J T E ( T T Y !-' / ) < ., ) Y 
I::· c11:·, 1 1 =-.: :i ·r· C) n ,., 1 1=· \, c-; T 1--1 1.·1 t··.1. 1.1..J 1:;_. ·1· T 1::· < ·1·· .. .. ,.1 r, , .... ,. ·-: 1 l)J ··11::· 1 1·1 [. 1 ··1 ) ,. . ' ...... • . . ••. • ... ·- I \ . I . . . . I ... I I y • • l.. -· l.. \ -· . . .. '-· - y 
, • 11··, ·1· T r: < r ·r v I/ ' ) ' ) ~ V, "\ . . .. I • , • • 
F:- D F( J ~ :::: I + :I. ·1 ·0 N r, U l.1..J F~ I T F ( T T Y ~· L E T T E F..: < J ) ) ; 
1.J 1:·, ·1· ·r· 1::· 1 1-. 1 ( ·1·· ·1· . ' ) ~ r:.: 1:;, c ~ v ~ V- , . . •.. ... I .'( ) , . , L. I ) 1 \ • 
41 r~ I T E: ( T T Y ~· / ' ! N ) 
C \J 1·1 ~ i:..I ... 
( \(, (""' o N ·r J. 1-. 1 l I c ,-, (J \ 1 )., I E. x ·r 1=· /' G 1::- "< ) 
'I' ., .. . I 'I - L ... l. I ( I '( -· . . d J ·- 'I 
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P J;: D C E II U F< E F, E 01 D I N t 
<* COLLECT MERGE PARAMETERS*> 
BEGIN 
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WF< I TE< TTY!' / ?kl HAT IS THE LENGTH or-:- TH[ MEJ<GED SEQUENCE? / ) v 
l..J F< I TE < TT Y Y / / : 2 ) Y f: F~ EA I< ; F< E (1 D < TT Y Y N ) v ld F~: I TEL. N ( T TY ) ; 
l , F·· J. ·r E < T ·1- y / ' ) ,. F CJ r-·· ·1· + - - ·1 --n , 1 ·c ··) 1 J r.: , 1· ·1-1- , ·1- ·1- Y 1 1·- ·1·· T r.-1··, · ·1· ) ) ... ~ \ . . .:. y .. l' - ·, . . <· •••• • • I ... I\ .. 1 l. V• I"\ . . ::. l. l' ·- ::. i::. ., ( . . .. y 
1.1r-·· 1· ·1-EL N ( ·1··1·· v y / :::: ( L r.:·F:-·r· C'CQlJE·:-\ l(~E--) (l ( 1:·, ] " ··, , .. ,··- c'1::· ""Jl 11::·\1 ··,1::-) / ) Y v,. \ . - I . - L ,:) L . I '( .. . . . \ . l.. I ,.) -· l. . .. . .. I . L ... . . . 
vJF~ I TELN (TTY) v 
v..1 F< :r T E L N < T T Y lo' / -r H D l.l-' ,~ F< E T H E s u B ~=; E o u E N c E f; D 1 f; T F< 1 n u T c ri ? ' ) y 
!Al F;: I T E ( T T Y s• / ( U S E L F U F< L E F T l' F~ F U F;: F;~ I G H T Y ,. ) Y 
l,1 F~ I TE 1... N ( T T Y v ,. F ND kl I TH F;~ F D F;: A U U (~ F< fl ED ME F< G E: ) ,. ) ;; 
1.J r-·· ·1· ·1·· 1::· 1 ~, , ·1·· ·1·· · ... ) .. x:i 1:·, F.:· A- 1< v 1=-· 1: :- ~ r·,, \I < 1·· ···· ,, ) v V \ . . _ ·- 1 ·1 ~ ) S' • \ ·- . . \ ·- h . . .. f . I l . 
F:· o r.-, 1· ~ :::: ·1 1· r) ~ ' 1·1 ·1 1=· r:=- ~ r·, , 1·· ·1- ·,r !J 1·· 1- ·r ·J ) ~ r, . <- • • •• I '< . . L r\ ... 1·1 • ~ . _ . . .• . ~ 
li.J Fi: I T E L.. N < T T Y. ) ; 
FOR I:= 1 TON DO WRITE<TTYYLETTER( l)); 
END Y 
BEGIN <*MA IN PROGRAM*) 
l:·,E·=-A- n·1·).. 1 ti \ .. . ... . ,·x . 
NEl.i-l (C ) ;; NEI.A.l(D); 
Cr·. (' 1... F NG TH t :::: 0 Y < * C I ~~ EM P TY * ) 
D ,., ,. L.. E N G T H ! :::: :I. Y D '"' (' C I... t.,J D F< I... D [ :I. J ! :::: 1 A ., ~ 
I t :::: :I. Y 
I::, r·· ·1· ;-.. 1 ·1·· ( E. P l J (.. I c~ ) v , • • I-< ••• .• x . l _ ,.. . . 
BPRIMEMA DF ::::: FALSE; 
WHILE I<N DO 
I. r:·· -, I u ·[ ~ ·,· l j ,. ·3 .:. b .. ,·'< . t :::: . . T. !J 
IF T[IJ =T[ I-:1.J TH EN 
-c , ... -, J. >, 1 "' x· r ·1 N < r J. ) .. F.:· r-:· ·1· :,. 11·· · 1--: ) 1::· \' n 1.3 ::. lJ .. I'< 1- 1 • .I .J l.. I •• 1 !' . P \ .. I\! ( .i.: • • .• I -< ••. 
EL.~:) E 
I. E .. C' J. N 1-F.- ' < 1··, " ·-· ,., ., -3 ·: . . "J • I .:. Iv, ·· t ·-· -·· l' 
C t :::: D ; D ! :::: T [ M F' 9 (1 D D D N ( D Y I ) ;~ 
F' F< I N T ( B F' F< I M E ) ;.; B F' F< I M E 1"11~ D E ! :::: T h'. U E 
END 
END 
l::·Nr·, 
·-' . " 
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Figure 2: An example (input is underlined} 
? v.J H ,~ T I r:; TH [ I... ENG TH Dr-- THE ME f~: GED SE D l.J ENCE? :1. 0 
,,. r (' x· 1- F .. C' 1 1 ·1· J < L 1·- F- ·r c' r:- r1 LI r:- N -, c ) CJ < 1··· ·,· -, , 1 ·r· s 1·- ..., t , r:·· > 1 ,_.. r:- ) H . .:3 ..... 1 ::. · ."J •••• , :::: •• ::. • ,:> :: . .. , . :~ LC. . ., .. l:J .. -. ::. l:< _ : . !'"{ L ::. 
? HD l,J ,~ F~'. E TH F r; UBS E O U ENCE S D J f; T F, J B UT [ D ? 
< U S E I... F CJ r, I.. E F T Y F, F D F, f< J G H T ; E N D W J T H 1;: F D F< (', G U (:) F: D E II M E F< G E ) 
F, I... I... F, I... F, F, l... l.. 1;: 
ABCDEFGH J J ·-· ( ) ( ,~) DCDFFGH I J 
- (A)(B)CDEFGHIJ 
<B <A)<BC)DEFGHI.J 
<:O / (BC) (AD) EF.GHIJ 
<B / < (.~IJ) <BCE) F=-GHI.J 
<B/ (J:-:<CE) <,~DF)GHI .. .J 
<.I·.l (q(~E~)(AI11~(~)1-II J 
.r:. ., ... J··f . . .J . . . ,. 
<n / < ADFG) ( BCEH) I J 
<B <ADFG)(BCEHI)J 
<B/ (BCEHJ)(ADFG...J) 
l 
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APPENDIX C 
Free S- models 
The theorem proved below is based very closely on a 
theorem proved by Me yer for the system R+ 
found in part VI of Meyer [1973]. 
This ma.y be 
The theorem shows that a search for a count ermodel 
for a given formula can be restricted to S-models with free 
BB'-relations. One could use the canonica l model CM to make 
the same point. Indeed, giv en the later discovery of the 
canonical mode l, the present theorem is not now of such 
practical importance. 
Theorem: 
Proof: 
. .... -·---... 
/ 
T~ M -
..... J_ ~ - (K, 0 ,>,v) is an S-model such that A+B is 
(i) not strictly verified in M, or (ii) not 
verified in M, then there is an S-model 
M' = < K', o ,>r, v') , where K' is freely generated 
from a s et G, and>' is a free BB'-relation, s~ch 
that A+B is not strictly verified (resp. verified) 
. M' J_n - • 
The proof is in three parts . In parts (a) and (b) 
L~- dc"1'rea~ model- M' L-· 1.•~ -.....::i_ . •- is constructed, and in part (c) • i-J. 1./ is 
shown that M' has the valuations required to match Min 
( a) Given M= (K, o ,>, v) , based on an S-ms MS =(K,o,>), we 
I,...-; "'~ ., ·f--- 1- :::i ., construc t an S- ms l\11S f = ( K ' 0 > f ~, 
• l ~- ' ' 
as follows : ( K', o) 
is to be the free gro upoid closed under O ~ and based on the 
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set K as generators . The relation >' is to be as usual the 
free BB '-relation over K ' x KT. To avoid confusion in the 
operations~ of MS and MS', the special c onvention is 
followed that O is always suppressed for elements of K, and 
never suppressed for elements of K'. 
Now the identity function i: K~K is a mapping from 
the generators of the algebra (K',a) to the similar algebra 
( K, o ) • Accordingly, since (K', 0 ) as constructed is free in 
the class of h • • "l sue simi1-ar algebras, it follows by a well-
known result in Universal Algebra (e.g. Theorem 12, p.1112 of 
Birkhoff [1967]) that i can be extended uniquel y to a homo-
morphism fr·om ( K', o) to ( K, o). In fact, if the function 
h: K'~K is defined recursively by 
(i) h(a) == i(a) for a E K 
(ii) h(a 0 b) = h(a)h(b) otherwise, (recalling that K is 
closed ., so h(a)h(b) exi.sts and EK) 
then h must be the desired unique extension of.i. 
Furthermore, the homomorphism h preser'ves the 
relation>' on passing from K' to K. Th +- • C! ~ p - a v ] . ...., } .L .l.. a>' b, 
a,b EK', then h(a) > h(b). This may be shown by deductive 
induction on the BB'-postulates, since>' is a free 
BB ' 1 + • • ... -re . avl.On . 
ad B. Suppose auboc >' ac(bac); we have to show 
h(aoboc) > h. (ao(boc)). 1Jow h(a 0bcc) = h(a)h.(b)h(c) , and 
h(a 0 (boc)) = h(a)(h(b)h( c)) ~ by d 2finJt 1 on of h. And, to 
Ccmp..l1_ete il,-1' ·1e. Y)··cnf y-\r-.+· -, +-1,.,,, ,i- 11 1 ...,)r-1(b'-~-r~.·') - - - 1- .! .l - , 1 • , ~· "' •.:, ,_, !. ; a . 1...- i _ \ .. --: , , \ ; • l , ~ J > h(a) (h(b)h(c)), 
since > ~.atisfic s t h e BB '-postulat·2;s. ( though of course it 
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may not do so freely) . 
ad B.' Simi lar to the case for the B. postulate . 
ad µ_. We have h(a) > h(b) for some a,b EK', and ·,.;e must 
show h(c 0 a) > h(cob) for c EK'. This is obvious, sinc e 
h(cca) = h(c)h(a) > h(c)h(b) = h(c ~b ). 
adv. Similar toµ. 
ad T. We h a ve h(a) > h(b), h(b) > h(c) ,a,b,c EK '. Then 
h(a) > h(b) follows immediately. 
(b) We now define v', and hence the model 
M' = < K' c >' v') by 
' ' ' 
v'(a,p) = v(h(a),p) , for all a E K' 
That v' is proper, i.e., satisfies Hp , has still to b e 
shown. Suppose, for a,b EK', that a>' b. Then, as just 
established in part (a), we have h(a) > h(b) back in M. 
Since Mis an S-model, the valuation vis proper , so 
v(h(b) , p) < v(h(a) , p). Then by definition of v', we have 
v' (b,p) < v' (a,p) , which estab1ishes Hp . 
( c) Sinc e M' = < K', o ,>', v 1 > is an S-mod.el, as established 
in (a) and (b) above, we extend v' to I ' according to T . . 
-;--
T,j P h I T ( fl ) .,. ( ' ( ) A_\. f ' K I A T h I V', ~ n ow s _ow a , ...... = 1. , n a. , . " , ~ or a. E , E .l.J , w e r e 
is the interpretation function associated with M. The proof 
is by structura l i nduc tion on A. 
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b ase case A is p. Then I ' = v ' , so I ' (a, p) =:; I ( h (a) , p) by 
definition. 
i .nduct i v e cas e A= B-+C. The inductive hypothesis is that 
for all b, c E K' , I' ( b, B) = I ( h ( b) , B) , and 
I'(c,C) = I(h(c),C). Now, 
I ' ( a , B-~c ) = .C x E K ' ) ( I ' ( x , B ) => I ' ( a o x , c ) ) 
= (x EK') (I(h(x) ,B) => I(h(a 0 x) ,C)) 
= (x E K')(I(h(x),B) ~ I(h(a)h(x),C)) 
( by rr-+ • ) 
(ind. hyp.) 
(defn. of h). 
Since his a homomorphism from K' onto K, we may now replac e 
the quantifier over K' by one ranging over K, to obtain 
I ' ( a ' B~ C ) -· ( y E K ) ( I ( y ' B ) => I ( h ( a ) y ' C ) 
= I ( h ( a) , B-+C ) (by T .) 
-+ 
P1nally, s j_nce every world a E K is also a member· o f 
K ' , VJ e have I ' ( a , A ) = I ( a , A ) for a E K . It follows that 
A-+B is not strictly verified in M, i.e., if 
-t +--
.L .L 
(x EK) (I(x,A) => I(x,B)) s 0, then A-+B is not strictly verified 
in M' either. And similarly for A-+B not verified in M, 
which ends the p roof. 
he 
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